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@tcomes

~is report exmines the li~s bemeen the labor market experiences ~d

economic outcomes of individuals who are related by b100d Or by marri?ge.

Each chapter is an independent study. me main objectives of fiapter 1 are

(1)..to provide better estfmates of inter and intragenera.tional correlations in.

faily income and earnings, (2) to esthate earnings correlations among

individuals who are related by marriage, (3) to exdne inte”rgenera”tional

1ink mong a broad set of labor market. outcomes , and (4) to show how

intergenera.t.ionallabor. market. hta can be wed to examine the sources of

labor supply variation, theories of labor turnover, and theories of wage

structure. In Chapter 2 we attempt to identify the sources of variation and

o.ffamily similaritles .inwages, hours, and earnings . In Chapter 3 we measure

the extent to which the education and experience slopes of wage’ equations are

influenced by IQ, parental education, and”an index of fatiily background

variables, school characteristics, and personal characteristics that predict

years of education completed.

Me thodolo ev

All three chapters are based upon matched inter and

panel data on siblings, their parents, and their SeouSeS

original cohorts of the National Longitudinal Suweys of

Experience. We work with a wide variety of multivariate

intragenerat ional

from the four

Labor Market

statistical methods

and several different econometric models. In e=mining correlations among

labor market outcomes we pay special attention to biases from transitory
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variation and measurement error.

~indinFs

fie results of our analyses”””-offmily links in economic outcomes in
.

~apter 1 are as follows. First, we find very strong intra and

,, intergeneratio,~l correlatio~ in faily incomes. me sibling correlations

are stronger for sisters than for brothers. Our preferred esttiates are based

upon a method of moments procedure that reduces bias from tranaito~

variation. me correlations are .38 for brothers, .52 for sisters, and .56

for brothers and sisters, which are large relative to most estimates in the

existing literature. me estirnates of.the intergenerational correlat ions of

family income are .34 for son- father pairs, .46 far daughter- father pairs , .55

for daughter-mother pairs , and .54 for son-mother pairs. A regression

analysis suggests that a one percent increase in the penanent family income

of the parents raises the conditional mean of childrenrs fmily income by .25

to .34 for sons

effect operates

Second, we

and .32 to .42 for daughters. A substantial part of this

through education and race.

find strong family links in eanings and in wages. Much of

the effect of parental background on earnings and wage rates , particularly in

the case of fithers and sons , operates through education and race.

~ird, we find fairly strong correlations in the work hours of faily

members of the sme sex. Our results suggest that faily specific factors

play an important role in hours determination.

Fourth, we find large covariances and correlations among the earnings of

individuals who are related by marriage.

Fifth, we find that job tunover behavior is correlated ~ong fmily

members. We also show that young men whose fathers work in high wage
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industries (controlling for hman capital characters tics) tend themselves to

work in high wage industries

In Chapter 2 we present

and wages. We use the mode 1

estimates of a

to investigate

factor “model of e~rnings , hours

+e extent to which the parental

and f=ily characteristics that.drive wage rates and woEk hours independently

of wage rates =e responsible for similarities mong ftiily members. .in labor

market outcomes. We find that the wages of both sons and daughters are quitk

responsive to the pemanent wage rates of fathers and mothers, with

coeff LcientS between .2 and .3 for our preferred’”sp”ecificat ions. The

father, s wage explains a substantially “larger fracti.oriof the tot-alvariance

in wage rates , in part because the variation of the father, s wage factor is

subs tantially larger (by about one- third) than the variation in the mother,s

wage factor. :

We also docuent that intergenerational correlations substantially

overesttiate the direct infltienie of fathers, and especially mothers , On

wages. A substantial part of the relationship between a parent and child

arises because assertive mating induces a substantial positive covariance in

the wage rates of the parents.

We find that 6 percent of the total.variance in young

associated with parental preference factirs and 17 percent

men’ s work hours is

is associated with

an additional “prefere%c–ecomponent that is cotion to siblings For young

women only about 9 percent of the total variance in hours is ~sociated with

parental ~ sibling preference factors. The small influence of wage rates

(particularly for yomg men, who have a low overall variation in hours) ,

reflects the fact that our estimated labor supply elasticities are only ..056

for young men and .184 for young women. For mature men only 3 percent of the
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hours variance can be attributed to wage differences. On the _Other hand, wage

differences explain 16 percent of the total variance in hours for mature

women, who have a labor supply elasticity of .445.

We attribute 85 percent of the variation in the eanings of young men

to wage rates and 15 percent to hews preferences. For mature men the

fi~res are 97 percent and 3 percent. .On the Other hand, the W

p~ factors account for 56 percent of the variance in the earnings of

young women. For the mothers, 71 percent of the earnings variance is due to

the wage factor, and 29 percent to the hours preference factor. Consequently,

our decompositions of the earnings variances differ by gender, and by age in

the case of women.

In our analysis of e~cation and experience slopes (Chapter 3) we find

that- IQ, father’s education, mother vs education, and an index of family

background, secondary school characteristics, and personal characteristics

that predict years of schooling completed have only weak influences on the

relationship between education and wages , and between labor market experience

and wages, In a.nuber of gases , the f~ily background interactions work in

the wrong direction or are statistically insignificant.. In view of the

results, it seems unlikely to us that the effect of family background on the

education slope of wages is responsible for more than a small part of the

powerful effeet of family background on years of school completed.

Implications

Our results imply that characters tics comon to family rn_embershave a

veq important effect on the distribution of income and wages, and also play

an important role in other aspects of labor market behavior, including work

hours and job tunover. me findings of strong links between individuals who
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are related by marriage are particularly interesting. We believe that

extending the factor model in Chapter 2 to include eq-tions. .fo.rspouse’s

earnings, hours and wages should be a high rese=ch priority. Finally, we

are surprised that we do not find much of an effect of faily background and

IQ on Che payoff to education and experience and plan to cent inue our analysis

using other data se% .



~apter 1

Relatio-hips hong the Faily Incomes md

-or &tit titco=s of Relativ~

Joseph G. Altonj i

~o- A. ~

Introdwtion

~is chapter quantifies the links between the labor market experiences

and economic outcomes of individuals who are rebted by blood or by marriage

using panel data on siblings, their parents , and their spouses from the four

original cohorts of the National Longitudinal Suneys of..tibor.Market

Experience. Our main objectives are (1) to provide better estimates of inter

and intragenerational correlat ions in family income and ear.n.ings,(2) to

esthate earnings correlations among individuals who are related by.marriage,

(3) to ~=ine intergenerat ioial 1inks among a broad set.of..labor market

outcomes , and (4) to show how intergenerational labor market &ta can be used

to examine the sources of labor supply variation, theories of.labor turnover,

and theories of wage structure.

me first purpose of the paper is simply to provide better estimates of

the correlations of permanent income and earnings levels between parents and

children and mong siblings. Many studies have examined sibling

correlations, and a small nwber have e-ined intergenerational fmily income..



correlations in the U.S. 1 As Solon (1987, 1989) points out, previous U.S.

studies finding weak intergenerational ..correlations (see Becker and Tomes

(1986)) are plagued by homogeneous smples and lack of attention to do=ward

biases cawed by measmement error and transitory variation in income or

earnings obsenations dra- from a single year. 2 we ~~e tie ~s &ta, which

is a broad based smple, and compute correlations u ing -o alternative

approaches that should.be less sensitive to transito~ variations in the data.

me first is a method of moments estimator that is constmcted to be

insensitive to trans ito~ variation. The second approach wes time averages

of the data for individuals. we also use an inst-ental variables estimator

to estimate the regression coefficient relating the permanent. components of

parents’ income, earnings, wage rates and otha labor market variables to

those of their sons and daughters. 3

—.

1. see Becker and Tomes (1986) for references. Solon (1987, 1989)
provides a critique of the previous intergenerational studies and provides new
evidence based on the PSID. ..His results are discussed below. Bielhy and
Hauser (1981) use CPS &ta to analyze the relationship between son’s eanings
and the son,s report of parental income and attempt to conect for biases that
arise from response error. They obtain a correlation of .1611 (See their
Table 8..) Other prominent refererices in the literature include Brittain
(1977) , Griliches (1979) , Solon ~ (1.987), Corcoran “aridJericks (1979),
Kearl and Pope (1986) , and Olneck (1977) , Behrman and Taubman (1985) and
Taubman (1977) .

2 Becker and Tomes mention the problems of measurement error and
trans itoq variation in income, and several of tbe studies they cite me time
averages to tq to reduce the problem, The problem: posed by homogeneous
s-pies are not wel”l knon, although Corcoran and J&n6ks (Chapter 3, Section
1) mention ic in the context of studies. of sibling congelations.

3 my focus on the correlation in permanent income rather than total
income? The answer is that we view the inequality of lifetime income rather
than inequality of income In a given year as the key variable of interest, and
trans ito~ variation in income that .is weakly correlated across years has .
little effect on the cross sectional variance in income over a Iifettie.
Cons ider the case in which income in a given year for a particular per”%on is
the sw of a fixed or.permanent component and a serial uncorrelated trans itoq
component. Suppose that the variance in the trans itoq component is Wice as
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me second purpose of this chapter -is to provide evidence on the

correlations in earnings

Specifically, we present

labor market outcomes of

tiong those individuals who are related by mauiage.

evidence on covariances and correlations between the

husbands and wives, fathers and sons -in-law, mothers

and sons- in-law, brothers -in-law,.etc. Wile a nmber of researchers have

ex~ined the role of ..iikortative mating patterns in mamiage in the

large as.the variance of the pemanent component. men the contribution of
the pemanent component to the ~oss sectional variance in the undiscounted
sw of income over a 40 year period is [1600/(40*2) ] or 20 times “la”rger’than
the contribution of the transitory component. Discounting incre~es the
relative bportance of the transito~ component, but for realistic interest
rates , ‘the permanent component domimtes the income variance. me relative
importance of transitoq factors does increase if they are correlated over
time. However, even if the transito~ components were a series of
disturbances that took on the same value for four years, then the contribution
of the penanent component would be [1600/ (4*4*1O*2 )] or 5 times larger than
the contribution of the transitory co~onents.

It should be PO inted out that the term !rpemanent n component is used in
the paper to refer to a component that is fixed over t%me foura given
individual. In fact, it is more realistic to consider income as the result of
an initial condition that remins fixed, a random walk component that
accumulates over time, and a transito~ component that ti.uncorrelated across
periods of more than a year or two. In this circumstance parental income and
earnings in a given year reflect” riotonly their earnings capacity at the time
they entered the labor market but also the accumulated effect of changes in
fortune that have occurred aver many years , some of which may have occurred
long after their. children left the household. Our estimates of the variance
of parental income will reflect—not only the variance of initial parental
income but also the variance of the accumulated random walk component. (Note =

that below we” report that the variances of father rs fmily income, earnings ,
and wage rates are larger than the corresponding values for sons. )

Our esttiates of the covariance between parents and children will reflect
covariances of the child’s income with the parents’ fix~d income component and
with the parents’ random walk component. Assning that most of the
intergenerational correlation is in the fixed components of income rather than
in the stochastic variation that occws after eritry in the labor market, then
the conflation between parents’ income at age 50 and children’s income at age
30 may be greater (less than) than the correlation between pa%ihts’ income at
age 50 (30) and children~s income at age 50 .(30). ~is is because as the
child and parents age, the importance of the child, s and the parents r random
walk co~onents of income in~ease, lowering the correlation coefficient. In
future work, it would interesting to estimate family correlations un-
discounted lifetime income using a statistical model of Income tha”tallows for
random walk components and serially uncorrelated component.
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determination of inequality, we do not mow of any previous studies that have

ex~ined the relatiomhips between parental and sibling earnings and the

eanings of spouses. 4. We produce a set of comelation matrices relating the

labor market outcomes of indivibls who are related by blood or by =rriage

that can be used by other researchers. The covariances and correlations are

quite large in many cases.

me third pu~ose is to e=mine faily relationships song a broad set of

labor market outcomes. mile a large nmber of studies have exained intra

and intergenerational links in faily income or occupational status, few have

attempted to exaine family 1inks in the main components that influence

earnings. Is the link between the economic success of fathers and sons

primarily due to work effort or to.wage levels? Is the propensity to change

jobs a personal characters tic that is correlated song faily members?

me fact that 1ittle is knom about intergenerational linb in

unemplo~ent experience, work hours, labor turnover, or the rate of return to

education is one motivation for our examination of these topics in this

report. 5 Additionally, we show how evidence on the relatio-nships nong labor

4 Behman and Taubman (1989”) report education correlations for a
variety fmily relationships , including sisters -in-law. Blau and Dunean
(1967) analyze evidence from “Occupational Changes in a Generation” (OCG)
indicating that there is a subs tintial correlation between the occupational
status of fathers-in-law and sons -in-law and between fathers-in-law.

5 me gap in our knowledge is he in part to the fact that analysis of
these questions requires detailed panel data for a representative sample on
the labor market experience of mothers and fathers and sons and &ughters.
Until recently, the necessaq data.hve been. umvailable. Altonji (1988) and
Corcoran ~ (1989) are mong the few studies that provide data that can be
used to address the question of whether the strong relationship betieen an
individual’s income and that of his parents is due co comon work effort, to
hours worked, to unemplo~ent experiences, to comon wage levels at the time
of entq into the labor mxket, or to comon retu=s to education and
experience.
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market outcomes of f-ily members may be used to address broader questions

about =labor supply, turnover behavior, and even the industry structure of

wages that are nomally studied using cross sectional &ta on mrelated
.

individuals.

One obvious application is to l~or supply detemfiation. Economists

have not been ve~ successful in.explaining hburs differences among males

using wage rates, .nonlabor income, and obsemed personal characters tics.

(See, for example, Pencavel rs (1986) suney”. ) It is”possible that hours

choices are influenced by differences in preferences” that are hard to “measure

but depend upon genetic and environmental factors that are correlated ~ong

family members. Indeed, it is comon to say that an individual is from a

“hard working faily. “ While ultima-ly we would like. to.have a structural

model of the determinants of labor supply preferences , it is useful to start

by ex=ining whether or not a comon family componenr plays an important role

in hours determination. In this chapter we present descriptive. evidence on

hours links, and in Chapter 2 we use a factor model to measure the tiportance

of parental and sibling preference factors in the varianc& of hours worked and

of earnings for young men and young women. We find .prefereri{esplay a large

role in hours linkages.

~is chapter procee& as follows . In section I we discuss the NLS data

used in the study’. In section II we discuss the statistical methods Wed in

the paper. In section III we quantify the links among f~ily members in

faily income, earnings, hourly wage rates, and work hours. We “also present

evidence on links ~ong individuals wbo are related by marriage. In section

IV we present evidence on the relationship between the tmnover behavior of

pairs of related family members. We also discuss the implications of these
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relationships for studies of the role of individual heterogeneity and job

match heterogeneity in the turnover process. In section V we show that yomg

men whose fathers work in high wage industries (controlling for hman capital

characteristics ) tend themselves to work in high wage industries . We argue

that the results are comistent with nomrket clearing explamtions for

industq wage premiws (such as efficiency wages) only if f~ily connections

play a key role in gaining access .tohigh wage fi~s. Section VI concludes

the chapter.

1. Da-

The &ta used in this report are from the four Original Cohorts of the

National Longitudinal Suneys of Labor Market Experience. Specifically, we

work with the smple of Young Men who “ere 14 m. 24 years old in 1966 and were

followed through 1981, the samples of Yomg Women who were 14 to 24 in 1968

and Mature Women who were 30 to 44 in 1967 and continue to be followed, and

the s~ple of Older Men who were 45 to 59 years old in 1966 aridwere last

suneyed in 1983. We use data through 1982 in the case of the young women and

through 1984 in the case of mature women. Some of the households contributed

more than one person to the young men and young women suneys , and in some

cases the households contributed to both the youth suweys and older men and

mature women suneys. Consequently, it is possible to wtch data on sibling

pairs and parent-child pairs. For some of our analysis, we have also matched

data on husbands and wives who were members of the older men’s and mature

woments sumeys. The bottom rows of Tables 1 and 2 suarize intonation on

the smple sizes of the original cohorts , the nubens of brother, sister, and

brother-sister pairs , and the nmber of parent-child pairs. It is important
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to emphasize that the saple sizes wed. in the analyses vw &pending upon

the particular v=iables being considered and the n~ber of fmily member

matches that are available.

Because smple members are asked questions about the labor market

outcomes of their spouses, we are also able to ex-ine the relationships among

the labor market outcomes of individmls who are related by marriage. For

exmple, we report the covariance of earnings of fathers and sons -in-law using

the reports of spouse’s earnings provided by members of the young women, s

cohort who could b.ematched to their fathers.

Many of our analyses -ploit the availability of panel data on the

individuals in the sample. However, &ta on a particular question may be

missing either because the individual left the sample prior to that suney or

because the response is missing or invalid for other reasons. In the case of

the young men and young women our basic approach is to restrict the sample to

individuals who were at least 24 years old prior to Leaving the suuey. We

chose this age cutoff to reduce transitory variation in labor market outcomes

associated with the transition beween school and work. We use labor market

data (wages, hours, unemplo~ent, e“tc.) from a pafiicular year only ,ifthe

individual was at least 24 and was out of school and did not return to school

in a subsequent year.

me fact that many of the older men in the sample approach retirement age

during the course of the su~ey raises additional compl icat.tins. Earnings ?

work hours, and wage rates of such individmls aft+r retirement may not be

closely related to the typical or ‘permanent” values for these individuals

over the course of their careers. To minimize this problem, we only use &ta

on faily income ‘and labor market variables fo~ individuals who bad not yet
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retired, and who were less than 61 years old when the dati was collected.

Since the age in 1966 of the older men ranges from 45 to

substantial variance across s=ple members in the nwber

market data available. 6 Retirement is not a concern for

59, there is

of years of labor

the mature women, s

6 There’ is always a concern in an amlys is of :ib”li:g or
intergenerational &ta that the ve~ fact that it was.possible to collect data
on several f~ily members maks the tit.aunrepresentative. For ex=ple, it is
necessa~ for more than one sibling to remain in our sample past the age of 24
in order for the sibling pair to contribute to our analysis. In the case of
the ~S, two special problems come to mind. First, both the father and the
child must satisfy the age restrictions of the smple design in the base year
of the sumey. Since a substantial nmber of children leave the household by
age 24, one might expect that the matched saple would over-represent
individuals who are still living with their parents when they are in their
early tienties. This problem is mitigated to some extent by the fact that the
young men in the father- son saple are about .? years younger than the young
men?s sample as a whole which had an average age of.18.1 years..in 1?66. ._%=
corresponding nmbers for &ughters are .5 and 16.7 years.

We have computed s~a~ statistics for the matched parent-child saples
and compared them to the corresponding full cohort samples. (A thorough job
of this would require a full paper. ) The older men in the father-son sample
are about 1 year younger than the saple average for the entire older men
cohort: me fathers who could be matched to children of either sex have
somewhat higher f=ily income (16%) , earnings (7%) , wages (6%) , hours worked
per week (2%) , and hours worked per year (4%) . They also have .33 more years
of education than the mature men’s saple = a whole. (These differences”
might reflect differences between older men who had children and older men who
did not. )

The mture women in the matched samples are about 2 years older than the
S=ple of.all mature women and tive f~ily income, earnings, wages, hours
worked per week, and annual hours worked which are lower by 5 .1%, 17 .4%, 9.4%,
1%, and 3%. They also have .70 fewer years of education than the sapl: of
all mature worn-en(10.3 versus 11.0 years) .

As noted above, the young men matched to fathers are almost three
quarters of year younger than the smple of all yourig men, but they have
higher fmily incomes (6.2%) and about .5 additional years of education.
Earnings, wages, and hours worked per week are equal for the two groups, while
annual hours worked are lower by 3.5% for the yomg men matched to fathers.
Young men who are matched to mothers are about two years younger than the
entire s~ple of young men and have somewhat lower family incomes, earnings,
wages, and annual hours. Education is similar for the *O groups. The young
women follow the same general pattern s the young men. Those whose fathers
are in the mature men cohort are somewhat younger, better educated (by .5
years ), and more successful than the young “omen ts cohort as a whole. Young
women matched to mothers are one and a half years younger than young women as
a whole and have somewhat lower fmily ‘income (by 7.J % ) . Average etication
(at 12.5 years) , wages, earnings, and hours worked for the young women in the

13



saple through the year.?_we study.

For all four cohorts we excluded wage

hour, earnings of less than $100 per year,

per year (all in 1967 dollars) . Also only

obsenations of less than $.40 per

and fmily income of less than $200

annual hours (constructed as

reported nmber pf weeks worked times reported nmber OE hours worked per

week) greater -than zero and less than 5000 hours were counted.

In part of the analysis we work with the ~ of nmber of..weeks of

unemployed for those who have positive weeks of unemplo~ent h a given year.

A problem with this weeks of unemplo~ent measure is that.determinants of the

incidence and the duration of unemplopent spells are related, and

unfortmately, by taking logs, we have excluded all obsemations on zero

weeks of unemplo~ent. In retrospect, it would have been better to work with

the level of week of unemplopent, and we intend to re-work. the analysis of

unemplo~ent in the future.

In the paper we work with two job turnover measures For a young man,

the variable, ~MMP, is the nmber of employers the individual reports from

1966 mtil either 1981 or the year that he left the sample. ~is variable

counts multiple spells with the same employer only once. me variable NWOV

is the nuber of job chmges the individual reports over the s-e period. We

emphasize the results for ~P is the text; although the results based on

mother -daughter sa.rnpleare the s.-e as for the full sample of young’ women.
With regard to sibling pair analysis , the sample restrictions may imply

that we are looking at.siblings who are somewhat closer in age and .from
somewhat larger f~ilies than would the case from a representative smp le.
However, we suspect that this problem is minor given that the initial age
range is 14.to 24 years.
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NUOV are usually very similar. 7 ~e ~orre~POnding variables for young

women cover the years 1968 to 1982 or the year the women left the s=ple. me

intenals are 1967 to 1984 for mature women, and 1966 to 1983 for older men.
.

For older men, we do not accmulate employer changes or job changes after the

individual reaches age 61 or retires. mere are a few problems with these

turnover measures, not the least “of which is that they are affected by. the

year in which the person left the smple and by his or her labor force

participation history. (We discuss additional p?Oblems belOw -). ye ‘iew th?’?

WO measures as only rough indicators of turnover rates.

II. ~e~iew of &onoWtric Ho&ls ad Metho&

In this section we begin b.y discussing the covariances and correlations

among a variety of labor ~rket outcomes for f-ily members. Our aim is to

estimate the correlations among the pemanent component of the labor market

outcomes of fmily members, and so it is necessa~ to compute the correlations

using an approach that reduces the do~ward bias introduced by trans ito~

variation and measurement error. We implement two different estimation

procedures.

me first approach,

computes the covariances

labor market outcomes of

which we will refer to as the time average approach,

and the correlations song the time averages of the

matched family members. We use all of the available

data on each individual that meets the criteria discussed above to compute the

the average for the individual. me sample Wed to compute the brother

correlations com is- o.fall unique brother pairs for whom valid data are

7 In the text and appendix tables which follow, variable names
beginning with the letter N refer to young men (B to brothers) , G to young
women (S to sisters) , M to older men, and W to mature women.
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available for the particular labor market outcome. me s-pies far the other

f=ily relationships also consis_tof”the unique pairs of individuals who are

in that relationship. For exaple, a fally with three brothers who have

valid &ta on a particular labor market variable will contribute three

obsenations to the s-pie used to compute the brother pair covariances . A

family contributing one father and three &ughters to the WS older men and

young women cohorts will contribute three obsenations to the father-daughter

saple, and three to the sisters smple

The second approach, which we refer co as the method of moments approach,

is to compute fmily covariances” of a particular labor market autiome by first

adjusting the bti to have zero mean, computing the unique set of

crossproducts of the elements of.the vector of labor market outcomes in

different years for one f=ily member with the elements of the vector of labor

market outcomes of the other family member, and -king the mean of all the

crossproducts for all of the pairs of f=ily members. We estimate the

variance of.the permanent component of labor market outcomes for young men by

first computing the crossproducts of all un”ique pairs of yearly ohsematio~

on a labor market outcome that are for the sae individual and that ue

separated by more than ~o years in time and then taking the average of all of

the crossproducts for all indivitials. 8 We do the same for young women’ s,

.,

8. If a labor market variable such as the wage rite is equl tO a fixed

component and a transitoq component that can be represented by a moving
average process of order 2 or less , then the trins itory component will riot
bias our variance esttiates. Abowd and Card (1989) develop a three
components -of-variance model to describe the covariances of hours changes and
earnings changes for adult males in the NLS, the PSID and the SIME/DIME data
sets. The components are = follows: a stationa~ serially uncorrelated
measurement error, a shared component of hours and earnings which follows a
non- stat ionaq %(2) process, and a time -va~ing component which affects only
the variances of earnings and hours and their contemporaneous covariance.
They show that such a representation fi~ the estimated covariances of hours
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mature women’s, and older men’s variables.

me specific fomula for the covariances , variances, and correlations are

as follows. be the adjustedg labor market OutCOme Of an
‘t Yik(j )t

individual, where i denotes a set of related individwls, k is the type of

individml (e.g. , young -n, young woman, older man, or mature woman) and j is

an index indicating the specific individual” of type k from f~ily i. (~e

index j may exceed 1 when k refers to young men. or young women” and there is

more than one young man or young woman

of moments estimator of the covariance

of tfie k,k’ is

from a given f~ily. ) men the method

of variable Y across the f=ily pairs

(1) cOv(Yik, Yik, ) = x (~ ~ :;;”Yik(j)tY ik,(j, )t,)/Nmk;”
ijj’

men k- k’ , as h the case for brother pairs and for sister pairs, then

the covariance estimator is

(2) cOv(Yik ,Yik) -~(x
j

me method of moments

person of type k is

and earnings quite well.

z ~ ~ “Yik(j)t ‘ik(jf)t, }/ ‘YYkk
j,>j t t!.

variance estimator for the variable Y for the

~ey find in all three &ti sets that changes in

.—

the experience - adjusted log earnings and log hours are unconelated ~ith
their om lagged cbnges at more than two periods. Since differencing
incre~es the order of an ~ term by 1, their resul= indicate that the ~
error component in the level” of earnings and hours is of order less than 2.

9 We work with the residuals of a regression of each of the labor
market outcomes against a cubic in age and a set of year d=ies. Note the
time averages wed in the time average approach are not adjuted for the
individual’s age nor for the year from which the data are draw. In
retrospect, we wish that we had made this adjustment, but doubt that it “ould
make much difference; See footnote 33 for supporting evidence.
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(3) Var(yik)- 1 (1 Z Z yik(j)t yik(j)t,l/ “N;
i j t. t’>t+2

In the above equations N-k, , N-k, and Nm are the nmher of terns in the

sus taken in (1), (2) , and (3), respectively.

me correlation coefficient for the f~ily pairs of type kk, , &kf is

(4) COrr(Yik, Yik, )- COv(Yik, Yik, )/[Var(Yik) * Var(Yik, )].
5

me correlation coefficient. for fmily pairs of type kk (i.e , brother-.

brother or sister-sister) is

(5).. COrr(yik, yik)- COv(Y&! yik)/ [Var(yik) ].

Note that we use the full samples of..yo=tingmen, young “women,”older men, and

mature women to compute the variances Var (Yik) for each type.

We prefer the correlation estimates based upon the method of moments

apprOach because we believe that the method of moments esEirnates”of the

variance for each type of ftiily member are less 1ikely to suffer from

domward bias due to transitory variation in labor market outcomes and

measurement error than the variance esttiates based on the ttie averages

However, the method of moments esttiator may be more semitive to

heterogeneity in varianc~s and covariances of the labor market outcomes tht

is related to (a) whether or not

sample, and to (b) the nmber of

me estimates of the covariances

particular individuals have a relative in the

years of data on a particular ftiily member.

based upon the time averages give each pair

of individuals the same weight, while the estimates based upon unique pairs of

obsemations across individuals and over time (that is , the method of moments

esttiators) give proportionately more weight to pairs of individuals who

18



contribute many time series obse~ations. In most cases, the covariance

estimated by (1) and (2) are reasonably close to the covariances calculated

using the corresponding time average estimators. (If the expected value of .

the covariance is uuelated to tbe mount of valid labor market &ta

available , then the method of mo~ents esti~tor is more efficient. ) In most

cases, the estktes of the correlations are “larger using che method of

moments estimation procedure than the time average procedure; the difference

is almost always due to somewhat lower

market outcome (the denominator in (4)

of the covariances.

estimates of the variances of the labor

or (5)), rather than higher estimates

Regress ion Eq-tions

Regress ion equations relating the labor market outcomes of children to

those of their parents provide a second way of smariz ing family

relationships in labor market outcomes. Since it is easy to inco~orate

control variables into the analysis , this approach provides a convenient way

to assess the extent to which the 1inks mong fmily members are due to

particular factors, such as education, race, or location. For example, part

of the positive correlation between the separation rates of fathers and sons

may be due to correlation between the educational levels of fathers and sons.

Here we estimte equations of the following fom:

(6a) WAGEi~ - Al xi. + A2 Xif + ~~f WAGEif + e.
Is

(6b) WAGEid = B1 Xid + B2 Xif + ydf WAGEif + ~,id

(6.) WAGEi~ - Cl Xi= + C2 Xim + ~ WAGEim + eis
Sm

(6d) WAGEid - D1 X.id+ D2 Xim + yti WAGEim + ,id
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In the above equations WAGEik is the time average of the l.OgWag? .T.a!.e.

and X.~k are personal characteristics , where k- d in the case of young women, s

for young men, f for fathers and m for mothers. me key parameters of

interest are 7df, 7~; 7~f, and ~~m, which reflect the effect of a one unit

change in the parent’s outcome on the labor market outcome of the son or

daughter. In the empirical work we estimate similar equations for log “

eanings, log f=ily income, log amual hours, and other labor market

variables.

We use” &o esttiation methods. me first is ordina~ least squares. me

problem with OLS is that transitoq variation and measurement error in

particular years may affect the the average of the labor market variable..

~is is likely to lead to domward bias in the y estimates. As an

alternative, we use an instrumental variables procedure. Specifically, .we put

the ftist obsemation on

wAGEik ‘
where k- m or f-.

component of the wage of

WAGEikt into the eqmtion in..place of the wage mean,

me variable WAGE.~kt will .e.qualthe pemanent

parent ik plus a transito~ componerit. We then

compute WAGEik(t) , the mean of the parent’ s wage observation over t ex.clgding

the first obsenation from the computation. me mean, WAGE. will he
Ik(t)

correlated with the permanent component of WAGEikt, and it :.willbe

ucorrelated with the transitory component if the trans it.orycomponent is

white noise. Consequently, under the white noise asswption we may estimate

the response of WAGEid (or WAGEi~) to the pem:nent component of WAGEikt by

using WAGE.
Ik(t) ,

Xid (or Xi.) and Xik as instrwental variables for WAG Eikt,

for k- f or m.

We now tufi to estimates of the correlations , covariances , and

20
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regression coefficients relating the labor market outcomes of relatives.

III. Inua- - Intergemratfioml ~- in Ftily Income,
Wage htes. ~ngs, =d Work HOWS

In this section we present the eszimates of the covariances and

correlations mong

and log work hours

results for f=ily

log fmily income, log eanings, the log hourly wage rate,

for fmily member pairs. In section III.1 we discuss the

income. In section 111.2 we”discuss earnings, wages and

work hours. In section

earnings of “in-laws. “

general cements.

III.3 we briefly

In the remainder

Appendix Tables Al - AZ 1 present the

discus

of this

the correlations song the

introduction we provide a few

correlations among the time averages

of selected labor market variables for ‘variow family member pairs. In the

text we emphasize the covariances and correlations across f=ily member pairs

of the sae labor market variables and ignore the off-diagonal terns which

appear in the Appendix tables. The results are smarized in TabIe 1. The

colmn headings report the type of family relationship. The row heading

reports the labor market variable involved. For example, we find that

correlation of the mean of log family income among brothers is .27. The

correlation in the nmber of employers they have__ha@ is -16- me $OrrSlatiOn

in fmily income and log earnings be~een sons and fathers are .27 and .22,

respectively. me nmber of obse~ations used to compute a given correlation

depen& upon the labor market variable under cou iderat ion and the nmber of

faily member matches for the particular relationship. Beneath each

correlation we reporC the nmber of s~le obsemations. (At the foot of

each COIW we report the nmber of unique family pairs for each type of
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ffiily relationship. 10~ In Table 2 we ~re~ent- the means, variances and n~ber

of obsemations on the various labor market outcomes for the full s~ples of

young men, yong women, older men, and mature women in the four NLS cohorts 11-

Table 3 provides estimated fmily covariances and correlations based on

the method of moments procedure for log f~ily income, log earnings , log wage

rates, and the log of annual work hours, whilb Table & presents the estimated

method of moments variances for vario~ labor market outcomes for each of the

four cohorts. Appendix .Tables A22 - A25 provide the full covariarice mat”rices

of labor market outcomes produced by the method of.moments estimators.

We present evidence on both the covariances and correlations becaue the

correlations depend on “both the covariance of the comon component of” the

labor market outcome and the variances of the components affecting only the

indivi&als, while the covariance does not depend on the individual specific

variance components It is important to keep this in mind when assessing the

relative strength of the different f~ily relationships for a particular labor

market ontcome. For e~mple, although the correlation in the family incomes

is .27 for brother pairs and .20 for brother-sister pairs , the covariance of

log family income is e-ctly the same for”the two sibling pair types. The

smaller correlation between brothers and sisters refIetiEs a larger variance of

log ftiily income. for young women.

In””atiditionto the covariances and the ~orrelation~ , we ~eport ~stimate~

of”the regression equations (6) in Tables 5a- 5d. These indicate the

10 The reported figure is the nmber of potential matches ~ the
cohorts were screened for minim= age, completed school ing, and.rettiement.

11 In each of the Appendix tables, we present the means and s@ndard
deviations of the variables for the subsample of matched” f~ily members who
are used to c-ompute correlations and covariances show in the particular table.
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association between a unit change in the parent’s labor mrket outcome and the

change in the expected

III.1 F=ily Income

value of the son’s or daughter’s outcome.

me first row of Table .1provides time average estimates of log fnily

income covaria”nces and comelations for various pairs of f=ily members.’ The

sibling correlations are .27 for”brothers, .37 for sisters, and .20 for

brothers and sisters. me covariance of sisters’ faily incomes is more than ‘“

double the covariance between brothers’ . The effect of the higher covariance

on the f~ily income correlation is partially offset by the fact that mong

the set of young men. and women who are independent of their parents, the

variance of log ftiily income is much larger for young women. 12. It is

interesting to speculate on whether this higher variance is a reflection of

the large nuber of female headed households with children.

me method of moments estimates imply substantially higher sibling

correlations in fmily income. The correlations are .38 for brothers, .52 for

sisters, and .56 for brothers and sisters. We view the estimates for sisters

and for brother -sister pairs as veq large relative to those in the existing

1iterature. The estimate for brothers is in the same range as Solon z ~’s —.

(1987) esttiate of .3&2, however their estimate for sisters’ earnings is much

smaller at .276. (See footnote 22 for further comparisons.)

The intergenerational correlations of..fmily income based upon the time

averages are .27 for sons and fathers, .31 for daughters and fathers, .30 for

bughters and mothers, and .31 for sons and mothers However, the method of

12. Note that the covariance between brothers and sisters is about the
s=e as the covariance between brothers, even though the correlation is .27
for brother pairs and .20 for brother-sister pairs.
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moments estimates are. .34 for SOE-father” pairs, .46 for daughter- father pairs,

.55 for tiughter-mother pairs, and .54 for so”n-mother pairs. Our results

based on the time averages are on the low end of those reported by Solon
.

(1989) and by Altonj i (1988) who use data on fathers and sons from the Panel

Study of Income Dpaics. 13 At the sae time, the method of moments

estimates for “all intergenerational pairs except son-father are higher than

any previous estimates for the U.S. in the literature. 14

13 Solon runs OLS regressions of the son,s earnings in 1984
constmctions of the father’s earninzs variable. and age controls.

on variow

Using a
sinzle vear measure of father’s eam~nzs . the father, s variable coefficient
ran~es ;rom .247 to .386, &-pendi”ng on-the year of the father’s report. ~en a
five year average of ‘fa”ther’searnings is wed, its coefficient is .413. In
an equation with son’s 1“984 log wage x the dependent variable, father’s log
wage in 1967 appears ““tiitha coefficient of .294; in an analogously. .

constructed family inc”orneequation, father’s log family income in 196~ enters
with a coefficient of “.483.

A1 tonji “orks “ith the time average of-the level rather than the log of
faily income and obtains a correlation of .37 between .f+the:$ and sons.

14 Solon also presents a set of &“sttiates in which the
intergenerational cotielat ion is estbated from an instrmentil variables
estimate of the relationship between son,s income in 1984 and father, s income
in 19.67”,using father, s education as an imtment fo“rfather’ s income to
reduce the effec”ts of “t”rans”itoqvariation in income. He obtains a regression
coefficient of” .530. For similarly co”nstructed equations” for wages and
earnings, the IV coefficients are .449 and .526, respectively. However, he
points out that the regression coefficient is an estimate of the
intergenerational correlation coefficient oni”y if the variances O? the family
income of father and son are equal. (As we have noted, this cement also
applies to our OLS and IV estimates of equations (6).) Second, he argues that
this esttiate .ti likely to be upwardly biased even if the f=ily. income
variances are equal because father’s education should probably appear itself
as an independent variable in the son’s f~ily income equation.

men we””repeat this IV estimation technique with son’s log family income
in 1981 as the dependent variable wing father’s reported education and age
controls as instruents for his mean log family income,- we ftid a coefficient
of .352 on the father’s variable. (Our comesponding OLS coefficient is
268. ) For log wages, we find an IV coefficient of .421 (and an OLS

coefficient of 297) on father’ s mean log wages; for log earnings, the IV
coefficient is .411 (and the OLS coefficient is 255) on father’ s mean log
earnings. In sma~, our estimated IV coefficients. are smaller than Solon’s
for the intergenerational income, earnings , and wage equations.
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M=ession Retits for F=ily Income

Tables 5a, 5b, 5c, and 5d report OLS and IV estimates of the regression

equations (6a) through (6d) relating the labor market OutcOmes Of fathers and

sons, fathers and &ughters, mothers ~d sons, and mothers and daughters

(respectively) . We report results for two sets of control variables. Control

set I consists only of the child’s, age in 1966 (lg68 EOr YOung wOmen) . age

squared, “and age cubed, and the parent’s age in 1966, age squared and age

cubed. Control set II consists of control set I plus controls for the child’s

race, residence in the South, residence in an SMSA, a cubic in the child’s

education, and a cubic in parent’s education. To save space, we focus on the

IV estimates in the text. We wish to emphasize that since the variances of

family income are higher for fathers and mothers than for sons and daughters,

the regress ion coefficient esttiates are likely to.be smaller than. the

correlation coefficients even when no controls are added. This is especially

true for fathers and sons 15

Using control set 1, the coefficients on father’s family income is .24?

for sons and .322 for daughters. Since the variables are .in logs, the result

for family income implies that the elasticity of son’s income with respect to

father’s income is .249. For sons, much of the relationship in incomes

appears to operate through education and, to a lesser extent, Tace. To see

this, note first that when we use control set II”,”we obtain .073 as the

coefficient on father’s family income. By adding the son,s race, father’s

education, and son’s education one at time to control set 1, we have

15 men control variables are excluded, the probability limit of the
correlation coefficient is equal to the probability of the regression
coefficient times the probability limit of the standard deviation of the
father’s outcome variable divided by the standard deviation of the son’s
outcome variable.
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detemined that including the son’s e&cation as a regressor has the largest

negative

which is

me

impact on the magnitude of the father’s familY. lncOme cOef.~ici.e.?t,

what we would have expected a priori. 16” .“ .—

estimates of the relationship beween f~ily income of the mother and

fmily income of,.sons and &ughters are typically stronger than the

corresponding results for the father -son and father -daughter smples. The IV

esttiate for mother-son pairs with controls for their ages ody (control set

I) iS .340. fie esttiate for mother-daughter pairs is .422. The estimates

for mother-son and mother-daughter pairs fall to .163.and .152 (respectively)

when control set Ir is used.

Since in the case of two”parent households the faily income of mothers

and fathers is the -, the larger estimates when using the mother-daughter

and mother-son smples merit some discussion. We suspect that the difference

in father-child and mother-child regression coefficients arises for two

reasons. First, heca=e of the desi~ of the NLS, the parent’ s family income

data in the father-son and father-daughter sample is obtained when the father

is somewhat older than in the mother-son and mother -bughter sample. To the

extent that family income is suhject to permanent shifts that occur after

children leave the household, then parental income in later years may ‘have a

weaker relationship with childrents permanent income. 17 Second, the mother -

16. ~eri one adds only race to control variable set I as regressors in””
the IV equations for family income, earnings, and wages one obtains.

coefficients on “the father’s variables of .217, .153, and .244, respectively.
Adding father, s education (with race excluded) lea~. to IV .es.timatss of ..227,
.166, ”ana .278. Adding only son’s education to control set I leads to s-tialler
IV coefficients on the father?s variables: .136, .092, aria .197.

171 See footnote 3. A n~ber of studies, such as MaCurdy (1982) and
Altonj i ~ (1986) , pro~ide evidence that f~ily income and earriingS are
subject to highly persistent shocks.
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son and mother -daughter smples obviouly include female headed, single parent

fmilies, while the father -son and father -daughter s=ples do not. It is

possible that faily income has larger effects in the case of single parent

failies than tio parent failies. 18 we susPect that estimates based on the

father, son and father -&ughter samples, understate intergenerational links in

f-ily income. 19 .—

In s-ary, we find very strong intra and insergemeratiOHRl c0rTSlati02s

in family incomes. me sibling correlations are stronger for sisters than for

brothers . me regression analysis suggests that a one percent increase in

the pemanent fmily income of the parents raises the conditional mean of

children’s f-ily income by. .25 to .34 for .s.onsan+...32.tO .4~L~0r daughters.

A substantial part of this effect operates through education and race.

111.2 Eanings. Wage tites, and Work HOWS

When we use time averages, the estimated correlations of log eanings are

.28 for brothers, .23 for sisters, and only .08 for brother-sister pairs.

However, we obtain corresponding estimates of .35, .26, and .29 when we use

18 We plan to investigate this hypothesis by. including an indicator for
“female -headed howehold” interacted with the mother’s family income measure
in the faily income equations for.the matched mother-son and mother-daughter
data sets, and obsening whether the link in incomes is sensitive to the
presence of the father in the household.

lg; AltOnj i (lg88) uses a‘small sample of father-son pairs from the PSID

to estimate separate regressions for son,s average values (over the years in
which he works positive hours) of annual work hours , annual hours of
unemplopent, the log of the real hourly wage rate, the log of real earnings,
and the job separation probability against the corresponding variable for the
father and controls for the son,s education, experience and race, and the
father’s education and experience. His results show that virtually all of the
father’s labor market variables have a strong positive association with the
corresponding labor ~rke.t variable of.the son.. His results also suggest that
race ad father’s education have in&pendent influences on the labor market
outcomes
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the method of moments procedure to isolate the correlation of the permanent

components of earnings. The intergenerational correlation coefficients for

earnings are also sensitive to the estfiation method. We prefer the estfiates

based on the method of moments procedure, which are. .39 for fathers and sons,

.29 fox mothers and som, .40 for fathers and daughters , and .27 for mothers

and da~ghter.~.20 me” method Of moments estimates of the earnings cOrrelaiiOn.

be-een fathers and sons are large relative to the estimates smarized in

Becker and Tomes “(1986) but are comparable to the results of Solon (1989)

using the PSID.

It is interesting to look separately at the components of earnings:

hourly wage rates and annual hours. using the method of moments approach we

obtain log wage correlations of .“42for brothers, .39 for.,s“isters, .41 for

brother-sister. pairs, .41.father-son pairs, .38 for father-daughter pairs , .36

for mother-son pairs, and .35 for mother-daughter pairs. (The corresponding

estimates based on time averages are typically slightly smaller.) Thus , we

find somewhat stronger fmily relationships in log wages than in log earnings.

Given this fact and the fact that earnings depend upon work hours as well

as upon wages, it is not surprising that

usually smaller< than the correlations in

momen- estimates are substantial in all

same sex. For exaple, the annual hours

the correlations in annual hours are

wages However, the.method of

cases involving ftimtiy‘members of the

correlation is ;34 for brothers, .28

20 :–-A comparison of the covariances reported in Tables 1 and 3 and the
variance estimates reported in Tables 2 and L suggests. that in most cases the
larger correlations obtained with method of moments procedure result from
smaller esttiates of the variances for faily member type rather than larger
estimates of the covariances across family members of the various labor market
outcomes.
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for sisters, .23 for.fathers and sons, and .24 for mothers and daughters. 21,22

The large correlations beween

particularly striking in light

.
labor supply have ex=ined the

brothers and between fathers and sons are

of the fact that hundre& of studies of male

effects of.fmily daracteristics , wages and

income

worked

of the

family

on hours worked and have met with little success in explaining hours

for males. 23 (See Killingsworth (1983) and Pencavel (lg86) fOr su~eYs

literature. ) The findings in Table 3 suggest that factors comon to

members explain a substantial part of the permanent variation in work

hours song males. In Chapter 2 of this report, we show that the s}milarity

in the wage rates of brothers plays only a small. role in the similarity in

their hours worked.

Part of “the relationship in annual hours, then, may be due to correlation

21. The” lower correlation for sisters mash the fact that the”covariance
in hours is much larger for sister pairs than brother pairs.

22 Solon ~ (1987) , using data from the PSID and analysis of
variance estimators, find the correlations of brothers, log earnings, log
ann~l hours, and log wages to.be ,44!. .k10, and .534;_ all are larger than
our corresponding method of moments estimates which were .35, .34,.and .42.
Corcoran and Jencks (1979) provide estimates from several su-ey data sets and
pick .17 as the best available point estimate of the earnings correlation
between brothers. They pick .12 as a minimw estimate and .28 as the maximm.
We believe their estimates ~e biased dowward as a result of an inadeqtite
correct ion for measurement error and trans itoq earnings componen~.

23. Table 1 also presents f~ily covariances and co~elations for the
time averages of the log of hours worked per week and the.log of week worked
per year. For brothers , the correlations based upon the time averages for
hours per week and weeks per year are only .14 and .18 respectively. But in
view of the time average correlations for annual hours it is likely that these
correlations are substantially reduced by the effects of measurement error and
transitory variation in the time averages of hours worked per week and week
worked per year.

The corresponding estimates for father-son pairs are .10 and .08, which
are in line with the father-son correlation in the the average of amual
hours of .06. (We have not produced separate estimates of”weekly hours and
yearly weeks worked using the method of moments. approach. ) Finally, we do not
detect interesting sex differences in the relative strength of the family
correlations between hours worked per week and weeks worked per year.
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in labor market constraints that ‘lead to unemplopent, and the results for

unemplo~ent in Table 1 indicate that the memplopent rates of family members

are conelated. The correlations based on time averages of the ~ of weeks “of

wemplopent (with zeroes excluded from the calculation) are .07 for fathers

and sons, .08 for brothers, .09 for sister”s, and .10 for mothers and

daughters. The correlations between fathers and daughters, mothers and sons,

and brothers and sisters are weaker. In retrospect, our decision to work ““ith

the log of weeks of unemplo~ent was a mistike. We therefore estimated the

correlations in the ~ of”weeks of unemplo~ent and found the strongest

congelations for brother pairs (.19) , father-son pairs (.10) , mother-daughter

pairs (.08), and brotber-sister pairs (.07).24 For the level of weeks

worked , the strongest correlations are fo”ufidfor sister pairs ( 22) , brother

pairs (.15) , mother-son and mother-daughter pairs (both are .10) .

In contrast to the ~strong annual hours correlations for fathers and so~,

brothers , sisters, and MO tbers and daughters, the correlations of.the annual

hours of brothers md sisters, fa~hers and bughters, and mothers and sons are

close to zero. my do hours tend to be correlated only ..imongfamily members

of the s-e sex? The result suggests that fmily factors irifluenc”ing work

hours are different “‘formiles and females”. We speculate th~~ pr=ferencik for

leisure and correlations in labor market constraints are a key factor among

men, most of whom choose to work more or less full the; while preferences and

incentives for market work versus nomarket work play a key role in the

sisters’ and mother -tiughter correlations and in the total variance in the

24 Al”tonji (1988) obtains correlations of .171 for brothers and .151
for fathers and sons using the PSID and hours of unemploperit during the year.
Part- of the correlation might arise because of regioml variation in labOr
market conditions that affects family metiers living ._inthe’ s=e. geographic :
area.
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work hours of women. With data on hours spent on housework and child care,

one could examine the correlation between leisure time of female and male

f-ily members. We conjecture that one would find larger mother-son and

father- &ugbter correlations in hours if such a measure were used. 25

=gression Results for =mings, HOWS, -d Wages

As noted above, Tables 5a through 5d”contain IV estimates of the

regress ions relating the earnings, hours, and wages of sons and daughters to

the earnings, hours, and wages of fathers and mothers. The IV estimate of the

effect of fatberfs earnings on son’s earnings iS .210. However, the

coefficient fails to .,005 (not si~if icant ) after we control for race,

educations of the father and son, and location variables. The corresponding

results for &ughters. are .335 and .179. For wages we obtain a coefficient of

.282 with control set I and .098 with control set 11 for fathers and sons, and

.238 and .118 for fathers and &ughters. tierall the regression relationship

between the wages and earnings of fathers and sons and fathers and tiughters

are similar to the relationships for family income. As before, we find that a

s~stantial part of the relationship operates through education and race,

particularly for sons.

The results for annual hours show a relatively weak relationship between

annual hours of ‘the father and the son. The OLS results are in line with the

correlations between the time averages discussed earlier, and in view of the

large variability in tbe.time averages of father, s annual hour:, the small

25- me Young Women and Mature Women NLS &ta sets do provide some
information on time spent on child care and household chores which would
such an investigation possible. The Panel Study of Income D~~ics also
contiins the necessary data.
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regress ion~oefficient does not come as surprise. However, the IV esttiates

are much weaker than we would have expected given the metiod of momenp

results. The IV estimate with control set I is only .05.5,which is actually

slightly smaller “th_anthe OLS estimate. In contrast; the_regression

coefficient implied by dividing the method of moments estimate of the

covariance of hours of fathers and sons by the method of moments estimate of

the variance of the hours of older men is .21.“ Since the time average of

father’s hours has a coefficient

father, s hours ..in1965, we would

be roughly 4.12 .(- 1/.243) times

would be roughly con_sistent ~~with

of .243 in the first stage IV equation for

have expected the second stage estimates to

larger” than tie OLS estimate (of 063) , which

the method of moments “..regression

coefficient” of .21. We are puzzled by the discrepancy. We have show that

it does not result from the fact that a smaller sample ““isavailable to compute

the Iv estimate=, 26 The relationship fOr log hours per “week .is Statistically

significant under OLS for control set ‘I but not for control set II , and the.IV

esttiates are not statistically significant for either set of.explanatory

variables. The regression results for fathers and &tighters do not” show a

relationship in annual or weekly hours worked, which is fully consistent with

the correlations discussed earlier.

Mother’s earnings has only a weak qelation_ship to son’s earnings , despite

tbe fact that the mother’s wage has a relatively strogg 1ink to the son’ s

26 The. IV smple is smaller becawe either log annual hours in 1965 or
the average of the log of father’s hours in years_ other than 1965 are missing
in a few cases. (A similar explanation underlies the discrepancy in the OLS
and IV smple sizes for-tie other variables in Tables 5“ti-5d. ) We do obtain
strong and stit.istically significant IV estimates of the link between log
weeks worked by the father ad log weeks worked by the son. As we PO int out
below, the IV and method of moments estimates of the regression coefficient
are quite close ii the case of mothers and daughters .
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wage (.341 with control set I) ~is reflects the facts that (1) hours of

work of mothers and sons are only weakly related, and (2) the variance across

women in work hours has a large effect on the variance in female earnings.

The results for daughters and mothers are an interesting contrast: the

coefficients oq earnings and the wage rate are .348 and .325, respectively.

The strong li~ beween the’earnings of mothers and &ughters reflects

the fact that both work hours as well ai the wage rates of mothers and

daughters are strongly related. The IV coefficient _on log weeks worked is

.548 with a t-value of L.5 using control set I. The corresponding coefficient

for annual work hours is .347 with a t-statistic of “1.94. The latter result

is basically consistent with the regression coefficient of (.2?5) implied by

the method of moments estimates of the

and &ughters reported in Tables 3 and

In s~ary, we find strong family

covariances and variances for mothers

4.

1inks in earnings and in wages. We

also find fairly strong correlations and regression. relationships in the work

hours of fmily members of the sme sex (discounting the IV estimates for

fathers and sons) . Much of the effect of parental background on earnings and

wage rates, particularly in the case of fathers and sons, operates through

education and race.

111.3 Correlation Be~een kbor krket titcomes of Individuals Related
by ~rriage

Tables 6 and 7 report covariances and correlations b~ed on time

averages of earnings, hours worked per week, weeks worked per year, and week

unemployed per year for husbands and wives , fathers and sons -in-law, mothers

and SOW- in-law, brothers- in-law, fathers and daughters -in-law, mothers and
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daughters-in-law, and sisters- in-law. 27 We focus our discussion on the

relationships in earnings. We suspect tbt the correlations are dowward

biased because in most cases very few obsematio~ are available to compute

the the averages for spouses. Co- equently, we place greaCer emphasis on the

covariances.

As an aid to interpreting the results, consider che following simple

model of”the relationship between individual earnings and spouse’ s earnings.

Suppose that one rs value in the labor market is related both to one’s om

earnings potential and to the earnings potential of one, s blood relatives To

be spec~ic, let the permanent earnings Eij of child j from family i be

determined by

(7) Eij - Co + Ui + Uij

where Eij are the permanent earnings of a young woman j from family. i, co is a

constant, u. are parental and sibling influences that have a co~on effect on
1

the e=nings of siblings , and u. is a child specific earnings factor that is
lJ

uncorrelated across failies and across children from ftiily “i.

Assme also that one’s value in the marriage market depen~ on one,s ow

earnings capacity and on the earnings capacity of one, s siblings and parents .

This assmption plus competition in the marriage market suggest that spouse’s

earnings capacity (and other traits that are valued in the marriage market)

tend to be positively related to one’s ow earnings ~pacity and those. of

27- To be precise, Table 6 r-epor”t”scovariances and correlations of i
youn woman vs~ with the variables of”the
father, mother, and brother to whom the young woman can be matched.
Similarly, young mefi su~ply the reports of their “ives t variables for the
covariances and correlations show in Table 7.
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one’s relatives. Let the regress ion equation relating the eanings of the

spouse of woman ij to the faily i eanings component, Ui, and to her

eanings , Eij , he

(8) Esij -bO+blui+b E. +es. .
2 .Ij ~J

s
where the error term e ij is uncorrelated with Ui and E. ..

lJ

and

the

me

Using (7) and (8) the covariances of the earnings of spouses , siblings

“in-laws” can be derived easily. For instance, the covartance between

earning”s of spouses, Esij and E.
lj‘

is (bl + b2)*Var(ui) + b2*V~r(uij )

covariance between the earnings siblings ij and .ij‘ implied by (7) is

eqml to Var(ui) , where to keep the discussion simple we have ignored the

important- fact that the factor loading on the family component Ui may be

different for young men than for young w6men. And the covariance between

brothers -in-laws’ earnings, Es. . and Eij, ,
11

is (bl + b2)*Var(ui)

If hl = O then the family effect-;‘“ui,has no direct influence on spouse’s

earnings , and the covariance between the “in-laws’ “ earnings arises simply

because U1 affects Es
ij

through Eij . On the other hand, if only

the family matters, (bz - O) , then the brother-in- law and spouse

are both equal to bl*Var (Ui) , and both are less than the sibling

Var(ui) , when bl < 1. An increase in bl holding bz fixed raises

the income of

covariances

covariance,

the value of

the in-law covariance relative to the sib~ng covariance, and relative to the

spouse ‘covariance. Consequently, the larger the value of the brother- in-law

covariance relative to the sibling covariance and relative to the spouse

covariance, the more likely i.tis

pemanent earnings of the spouse.

that the family has influence on the
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The earnings covariance is .168 for father and son- in-law pairs and “.117

for fathers and son.28 ~e ~aning= ~ovariances (correlations) fOr brOthers -

in-law is .072 (.18) , which compares to .117 (.28) for brothers. The earnings

covariance for sisters -in-law is .105, which compares to .179 for sisters.

The corresponding correlations are .13 and .23.29

Thus, we find that siblings-in-law covariances and correlations in

earnings are somewhat weaker than the corresponding figures for”s iblin~ pairs.

However, they seem large enough, particularly in light of the strOng father

and son-in- law covariance, to suggest. that a family earnings component has an

effect on tbe earnings capacity of spouses. me brothers- in-law and sisters -

in-law covariances are also large relative to the covariances of spouses

28 The correlation between the earnings of”fathers and sons -in-law is
estimated to be .32, “hich is actually larger than the correspo~ding .esttiate

(.22) for–”fathers and sons in Table 1.

29. It is not difficult to fit the estimated earnings covariances to
our simple model of fmily earnings relationships Firs t note that when
Var (ui)

= 1(3*”== ‘.”ij)‘
the implied siblings eanings correlation is .25 which

is typical of the esttiated siblings earnings covariances reported in Tables 3
and 1. (The sibling earnings correlation is
Corr(E. ., E

l/3*Va~~u. .~~~)

- Var(ui”)/[Var(ui) + Var(uij )] which equals .,25when Var(ui) -

lJ
Simply dividing the b.:other:-in-law covarian.ce (.072) by the brother:

earnings covariance (.117) suggests (bl + b2)= .62. Similarly, the sister--

in-law. and sisters results suggest (bl + b2)- .59.

Also, when the spouses estimated earnings covariance -- equal to about
.070 (see next foo”tnote)-- is fitted int6 “the model, the brothers and
brothers- in-law results indicate that b2*Var(uij )= O, while the sisters t

nmbers imply b2*Var(uij )- -.033. A richer earnings model which allows sex

differences in the influences of spouses might be able to explain the
differences in the”momen= implied by brothers 1 ~d the sisters 1 results;
such a model is currently being developed.
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earnings30, which, in the context of the simple model sketched above, also

poinb to an important direcc effect OE the fmily eanings component on the

expected eanings capacity of the spouse. As a cautionaq note, we do not

wish to make too much of this inteqretation, because tie fr~ewOrk presenCed

above i~ores differences between men and women in fmily li~ages,

substitution in labor supply betieen hushan& and wives, selectivity in who

gets married, and other factors. In future work we plan to explore the

issues systematically by combining a more elaborate version of the factor

model sketched above with the factor model of earnings, hours and wages

estimated in Chapter 2.

m. F-ily Correlation in T-over Behavior

Table 1 also provide estimates of the correlations across fmily members

of the nmber of employers the individuals have worked for over the years of

the suney. In the literature on wages and job mobility there has.been

co=iderable discussion of the importance of obsened and unobsened personal

characteristics in explaining the large differences found across individuals

in the propensity to change jobs. A positive correlation in the SepaKatiOn

rates of family- members would arise if the desire and ability to “hold a joy

has an important effect on turnover behavior and is corrdated mong faily

members. That .is, mobility costs and personality traits that influence quits

and layoffs may be correlated among faily members. A nmber of authors have

argued that persoml characteristics related to turnover are negatively

30 From Table 6 the covariance and correlation of spouses’ earnings are
.065 and .13 when the young woman supplies both reports. In Table ?, when the
young man supplies reports on himself aridhis wife, the covariance is .072 and
the correlation is .15.
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related to productivity. As a result, ex uost measures of turnover..behavior,

such as job seniority, are endogenous. in a wage equation. We can investigate

whether individul heterogeneity in turnover behavior is negatively related to
.

productivity by exaining the sign of the correlation between the turnover

behavior of one fa”rnilymember with the wage rate of another. Job ,instability

has been featured prominently in discussions of low incotieworkers.31. It is

natural to -k if job instability is in part a family characteristic and

whether the comon fmily component of turnover behavior is negatively related

to the family component of yages.

Before turning to the evidence,

other theories of job mobility ..imply

offers as’well as differences across

it is also important to point out that

that variation across firms in wage

specific

pro~ctivity will lead to ex uost differences

propensity of all workers to quit or induce a

firm-worker matches

in t.umover. even if

layoff or “discharge

in

the

is the

same. 32 ~Qme of the diffe~ences (such as initial wage Offers) are rea~ily

obsenable, and workers may switch jobs in response to .a higher wage Ofr~:t..”._.

Other differences da-nbe obsemed only after”””atrial period on the job, and

will also. lead to ex uost differences in separation rates ‘even if the expected .

value of separation rates are the sme for all workers. mat are the

implications of wage offer’ and”job match heterogeneity for family correlations

among turnover and wages ? If”the expected value of separation rates are the

s-e for all workers, then one would not expect job mobility to be correlated.

across family members. Also , simple matching models do not have a clear

31. See, for example, Ballen and Freeman (1986) and Jackson and
Montgomery (1986) .

32 Garei (1988) provibs a recent sumey of the literature.
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implication for the relationship between actual separation rat= and

productivity. Consequently, matching models in which. differences in wOrkers

are urelated to differences in expected mobility do not lead us to expect a

correlation between the wages and mobility of one fmily member with the

mobility patterns of another.

Unfortunately, the implications of matching and job sear& mOdels. Of

labor turnover for fmily correlations are less clear if the optimal mount of

turnover associate with finding a good job match is related to occupation,

ability, education, or other worker charaqteristic~ that.are cOrrelaEeg amOng

fmily members. In this case one might also.find positive family

correlations in turnover behavior even if matching and job search provide a

complete explanation for turnover. The f=ily corre~ations could also arise

if the nmber and strength of personal contacts are correlated mong family

members and are an important detemimnt of turnover.

Table 1 reports the correlations in nmber of employers for sibling pairs

and parent-child pairs. The correlation between the nwber of employers is

positive and statistically significant in all case except for father-daughter

pairs. For example, the correlation is .16 for brother pairs and .10 for

father-son pairs. Altonj i (1988) also ““findsa“significant correlation between

the separation rates of fathers and sons and between brothers. (This is the

only other evidence on intra - and inter- generational links in turnover

behavior of which we are aware. )33

33. It is important to point out the variables in Tables 1 and 2 have
not been adjusted for age differences Since the variables measure the n~ber
of clifferent employers and the nmber of different jobs over the years 1966 to
1981, the positive covariance. in the ages and education of the brothers will
lead to a positive covariance in the nmber of years since leaving school and
in the nmber of years that they are in the labor market: This could lead to
a covariance in the nmber of years that they are at risk to change employers
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Tables 5a-5d presents OLS estbates of the relationship between the

nwber of employers for matched f-ily members. As noted above,

sibling correlation or intergeneratioml correlation in turnover

unlikely to arise fr”oma sfiple” matching model. NOt much should

a positive

rates is

be made of

the specific values of the regression coefficients given that turnover

behavior is highly dependent on years of labor market experience. However, we

find a highly si~if icant, positive relationship between the turnover rates of

fathers and sons .34 We also find a statistically

between the turnover rates of mothers ~d som and

however, we do not find a relationship between the

and daughters. Also note that the correlation and

significant relationship

mothers and daughters;

turnover rates of fathers

the co.variance between the

nmber of employers “of brother-sister pairs are well below the values for

sister pairs or brother pairs (.07 versus .13 and .16, respectively) .“ We f“ind

stronger links between mothers and &ughters than between mothers and sons ,

both in the congelations and in the regression coefficient= (which appear in

Tables 5C and 5d) .

mus , inter - and intragenerat ional 1ink in turnover behavior appear to

be stronger for. persow of the same sex. We do not have a.theory that can

and might explain part of the positive correlation.
We re-esttiated the brothers comelations of job turnovers and nmber of

employers after first controlling for the ages and educations of the brothers;
the result ing correlations were eqwl (at two decima”lplaces ) to the figures
reported in Table 1.

(As noted earlier, the method of moments covariances , correlations , and
variances reported in Tables 3 and 4 are based upon residuals from regressions
of log eanings, the log hourly wage and log annul hours against time d~ies
and a cubic specification in age. )

34. me ~e~ults do not change much when we add controls fOr education

the son and the father, race, residence in the South, and residence in an
SMSA .
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e~lain this finding. One explanation is that individual differences in labor

supply behavior play a larger role i_nthe turnover behavior of women. Recall

from Section IIT.2 that correlations in hours worked were also much stronger

for individuals of the s-e sex. =. —.

We do find that the wage rates of one f-ily rnernber.ar:~~gatiVelY

correlated with the turnover behavior of other f=ily members. The

correlations are inconsistent in sign and are typically insignificant. (See

the Appendix tables. ) For exmple, the nuber of employers the father worked

for from 1966 until retirement or age 60 has a correlation of -.043 with the

son, s log wage rate, but the p-value is .214 (see Table AZ) . On the other

hand, the corresponding correlation for brother pairs is POS itive (though

insignificant ). Consequently, there is no strong evidence in the NLS tits

that the f~ily component of turnover behavior is negatively related to wages

rates. These results stand in contrast to those of Altonj i (1988) for a

sample of fathers and sons and brother pairs from the PSID. He finds a

si-if icant negative..correlation betwe>n the separation rate of fathers and

the wages of SOM.. He also f~nds that the separation rates of young men are

negatively correlated with the wage rate of their brothers.

In suary, while there is cons istent evidence from the NLS and PSID that

turnover behavior depends on faily characters tics , the evidence is

conflicting on whether the family component of turnover behavior is negatively

related to labor market productivity. In the ~ data, turnover behavior does

not appear to play an importint role in the inter- and intra -generatiowl

links in wages

V. &e -Itiwt~ Wage Premi~ = tirrelated kross Generation?
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In this section we ask whether the sons of men who work in industries

that pay high wages (controlling for occupation and hwan capital) also tend

to work in industries that pay high wages. We e-ine this correlation in

part because we =e interested in the magnitude of the link in the 81indystq

component” of wages relative. to the overa~l link. However, mder certain

assmptiom , this correlation provides information about the extent to whfch

industry wage differentials =e market clearing differentials that compensate

for differences acro”ss“industries in worker quality or job characteristics,

and the extent to which they are nomarket clearing differentials that arise

because firms choose to pay efficiency wages (or for other reasom. )

Asswe first that employers select workers , and that family c.onnections

play an insi~ificant role in the allocation of workers across jobs I.f

ind~try different.ials reflect differentials in worker quality., then one

would expect the relation between the indust~ components of the father md

the son’s wage rates to be similar to the relationship between the wages of

the father and the son. On the other hand, if indus t~ wage premims are

rents that are unrelated to worker quality, and employers select workers

without regard to f-ily connections, theri the industry wage effects of”the

father and the son should be unrelated. However, if family connections are

important in the rationing of johs, then fathers who are in industries that

pay rents may be able get jobs for their children in the indust~. In this

case, both neoclassical and efficiency wage explanations for industq

differentials would predict a positive relationship between the” indus t~ wage
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effects of fathers and sons. 35

To investigate the issue empirically, we first constructed estimates of

industry wage components. We pooled the panel data on young men and older men

and estimated a set of 18 coefficien~ on industq d~ies wing a regression

equation that also included controls for

the South, year d~ies, residence in an

for occupation. Let X1 denote the (18 x

education, e~erience, residence in

SMSA, and a set of 11 d-y variables

1) vector of estimated indust~

~kt denote the (18 x 1) vector of indust~ d~ies forcoefficients and D.

person k from family i in y~r t. We define Dik (k-s, f) to be the average

of D
ikt

taken over the years in which the person meets the age and retirement

criteria for inclusion in the amlys is and has valid reports of his wage and

industry. D~k then is the average time each young man (k- s) or older man

(k- f) spends in each of the 18 industries over his working histo~. We use

the time average as a simple way of dealing with the fact that indus t~

classifications vaq from year to year..due to measurement error +~.d.industv

switches. We then form the time average of the industg wage premiws as

Iik=
“ IDik.
We use matched data on father- son pairs to esEimate the following

regression relating the indust~ wage component of sons , Iis, to the indust~

wage component of their fathers , Iif:

lis - 71 lif + ‘1 “Xis + ‘2 ‘if + error

35- It is interesting to note that whether or not one believes in
noncompetitive wage differ”entials has implications for how one views. the role
of networks in the labor market. If wage differentials are competitive, and
one views personal connections as important, then one must view them as
important because they convey information about job openings and the
characters tics of workers and jobs. If differentials are noncompetitive, then
connections may be important because they provide access to rents.
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where X.
1s ‘d ‘if

are control variables and the subscripts f and s denote the

father and son. The regression results are presented in Table a.. The simple

regression coefficient of the father”s average .indust~ premim is .227 with a

t-value of. J. 2.36..Not surprisingly (given the way th”eindustry coefficients

are constructed) this estimate is relatively insensitive to adding controls

for the father’s and son’s mean occupation coefficients (constructed in the ‘.

s=e way as Iif and.Ii~) and to the addition of other control variables. 37

The estimate of .“227 can be cmpared to the OLS and IV estimates of .273 and

.282 relattig -the son’s wage rate and the father’s wage_ rate (see ,equ+tiOn (6)

above and Table 5a) . However, the latter estimates fall to .Oa6 and .’098when

one includes controls for race, -educations

SMSA, and ages of the son and the father.

status and occupation coefficients of both

of the son and father, region and

men we add controls for the union

the father and the son, the

father, s industry coefficient falls by about one -third to .130 with a t- ..

statistic of 3.0 (c”olmn 6 of Table a) .

Our estimate of .227 relating the indust~ wage components of fathers and

sons is about half as large as the estimated relationship between the

permanent wage rates of fathers and sons ( .41) reported in Table 3. As We

have noted earlier, these results are largely consistent with the hypothesis

that unobsened ability differences under~ie indus’tg wage differentials (see

Murphy and Top&l (19aJ) ) or the joint hypothesis that. (a) industry differences

are not market clearing and (b) family ties are important in gaining access to

36. The simple correlation between 1.=~ and I
if ? :23..

37 The set of control variables includes: son, s age and education,
father’s age and education (all in cubic specifications) , son?s race,
residence in the South and in an SMSA.
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jobs in high wage industries .38 However, they are inconsistent with a

nomarket clearing model in u~hich the fmily does not Play a role in the

allocation of jobs, where one would not expect industry wage premims of sons

and fathers to be related.

We have also exained intergeneratio=l li~s in union status. For

fathers and sons, we computed the time averages of d- variables indicating

membership in a collective bargaining unit. Table 9.reports the resul- of

various regress ion specif icakions; the sfiple regression coefficient is .195

with a t-value of 5:1.3g Since the mean of the collective bargaining variable

for the young men in the matched sample is .32, this indicates that whether or

,... .—

.38, If one assues that the father is able to help his son get a job in
his ow indust~ but not in another industry, then in principle one can t~ co
discrtiinate between the two hypotheses hy exaining the smple of sons who do
not work in the s=e industries as their fathers. me fact that individuals
frequently report more than one industry over a period of years complicates
selection of the appropriate subsaple of fathers and sons. However, one can
take the inner product of the vector of time means of the industry d~ies of

the fathers and sons , and re-estimate over the sample for which the inner
product is zero or below a certain threshold.

Unfortunately, a second problem is introduced: by eliminating fathers and
sons who are in the same indwtry, one induces a systematic nezative
correlation between the indus zv coefficients of fathers and sons. Thus far,
we have not found a simple econometric procedure to eliminate this bias. If
one ignores the bias, and estimates the industry effec~ on the saple of
fathers and sons who rarely work in the same indus tq, one obtains
(unsurprisingly) a negative relationship between the average industg
premius.. In future work, we plan to provide a descriptive ari”alysisof the
links between industries of fathers and sons and (hopefully) an estimtion
procedure that provides consistent estinates of the effects of the father, s
indust’ry wage effect on the wage effect of the son when they are not in the
same industry.

We did add the square of the father ts industry premim to our regression
specifications on the grounds that if family connections provide a young man
the option to work in the father’s indust~, the option would only be
exercised if the father worked in a high wage industry. This line of
reasoning would lead one to expect a positive coefficient on the quadratic
term; in fact, we obtained a positive and large (.183) but statistically
insignif icant coefficient on the father ts squared indust~ component.

39 me simple correlation of father’s and son’s mean collective
bargaining status is .22.
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not one’s father was a ution member has a quantitatively large effect on the

union membership probability. The coefficient falls

father’s age and education, son’s age and etication,

and in an SMSA, and race are added. The coefficient

to’-108 when controls for

residence in the South

on father, s collective

bargaining stitus ranges between .099 and .113 and remains significant as

controls for”Iii, T. and the mean occupation coefficients of the father and
lf‘

the son are added.

Although the results are not reported, a series of regressions relattig

the son’s mean occupation component of wages to his father, s were also mn.

~efi one controls for education, age, residence. and race. the regression

coefficient relating the ion’s occupation coefficient” to the father, s mean

occupation coefficient (t-statistic) is .084 (2.9) (The simple regression

coefficient is .298 with a t-value of 10.6, and the simple correlation is

.34.) The positive relationship in the occupations ranked by wage rates is

consistent with the literature on intergenerational link in the SES scores of

occupation .40

VI. conclw ions

In this paper we examine the links between the labor market outcomes and

family incomes of individwls who are related by blood or by marriage using

panel data on siblings, their parents, and their spouses fr”brnthe four

original cohorts of the National Longitudinal Su~eys of Labor Market

Experience. me motivation for the analysis and implications for future

research is.spelled out in the introduction and in the text, and so here we

will simply stiarize the main empirical findings .

..

40. See for eX~PIe, “Blau and Duncan (lg67)
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First, we find ve~ strong intra and intergenerational comelations in

faily incomes. me sibling correlations are stronger for sisters than for

brothers. Our preferred estimates are based upon the method of moments

procedure. me correlations are .38 for brothers, .52 for sisters, and .56

for brothers and sisters, which are ve~ large relative to most of the

existing literature. me method of moments esttmates of the intergenerational

correlation of f~ily income .3b for son-father pairs, .46 for daughter-

father pairs, .55 for daughter-mother pairs, and .54 for son-mother pairs.

me method of moments esttiates for all intergenerational pairs except son- —

father are higher than any previous esttiates for the u.S. that we’ are aware

of. me regression analysis suggests that a one percent increase in the

pemanent fmily income of the parents raises the conditional mean of

children’s f-ily income by .25 to .34 for sons and .32 to .42 for daughters.

A substantial part of this effect operates through education and race.

the

the

Second, we find strong family link in earnings and in wages. Much of

effect of parental background on earnings and wage rates, particularly in

case of fathers and sons, operates through education and race.

~ird, we also find fairly strong correlations and regression

relationships in the work hours of f~ily members of the same sex, discounting

the IV estimates of the regression equation relating the work hours of fathers

and so%. Our results suggest that family components plays an important role

in hours determination.

Fifth, we find substantial covariances in the earnings Of in-laws.

Sixth, we exmine theories of labor turnover, and theories of “age

structure. mere is cons istent evidence from the NLS and PSID (reported in

Altonj i (1988) ) that tunover behavior depends on family characters tics, the
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evidence is conflicting on whether the family component of turnover behavior

is negatively related to labor market..productivity. In the NM data, turnover

behavior does not appear to play an important role in the inter- md intra-

generational links in wages. We also show that yomg men”””whos.efathers work.

in high wage industries (controlling for htian capital characteristics) tend

themselves to work in high wage industries. we argue that the results a“re .:

consistent with nomarket clearing explanations for industry wage premims

(smh as efficiency wages). only if family

gaining access to high wage firms.

connect ions play a key role in



Log Family lncam.

Log Hours Worked

P,. Week

LOS W..ks Worked

per Yea.

LOS Week, Unemployed

per Yea,

LOS A“”ualEOU,S

Numb., of Employers

Ntie. of Job T“.nQve, s

Potential Numb., of

Mat ches

.092

.27

295

.117

.28

420

.058

.35

400

.005

.14

427

.034

.18

383

.001

.08

382

.012

.10

369

.512

.16

583

.624

.17

583

621

sister

sister

.201

.37

286

.179

.23

360

.053

.36

371

.015

.0s

396

.046

.15

344

.004

.0s

343

.074

.13

253

.s34

.13

545

.385

.13

545

646

TableI
s-an of

Covari-.e.& C.rx.lationS of Tim. Average. of

B,othOz-

Sister

.092

.20

854

.054

.08

1170

.044

.25

.1161

-,005

-.06

1228

-.000

-.00

1102

-.000

-.01

1093

-.004

-.01

931

.206

.07

1692

.230

.07

1692

1921

Father Father

.100

.27

690

.117

.22

720

.076

.36

695

.005

.10

048

.008

.08

810

.001

.07

809

.D1O

..06

793

.183

.10

100s

.=1

.06

1003

1099

.155

,31

623

.176

,21

597

.074

.32

579

.001

.01

749

.005

.04

696

.001

.05

687

-.006

-.02

615

-.012

-.01

36.1.

-.001

-..00

861

988

Moth=.

.134

.31

975

.084

.13

945

.046

.27

911

-.005

-.05

1022

.00?

.03

974

.001

.03

971

.008

.02

921

.243

.10

125S

.371

.12

1256

1671

Dauahter- Father- Eusba”d-

Motber Mother Wite

.145

.30

1115

.141

.17

1082

.0.41

.26

1082

.006

.03

1186

.042

..11

1156

..005

.10

1148

.049

.08

928

.312

.16

1363

.330

.13

1363

1848

.313

.82

315

.193

.31

220

.089

.44

214

-.000

-.00

264

.014

.10

279

.002

.10

278

.021

.06

25S

.078

.05

251

.038

.02

251

345

..327

.84

460

.171

.26

327

.076

.38

315

-.003

-.02

388

.021

.13

407

.078

,08

66

.017

.05 —

37~

.142

.10

368

.133

.08

368
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Labor MarketVariabl*

Log FamilyIncome‘“

Log Earnimss

Log Eo”rs Workedper Week

LOS weeks Worked per Y...

Log Weeks Unemployed per Year

Log A“nuaL Hours worked

Numb., of Job Turnovers

P.tential Sample Size

1*1. z

S-aq of

M.-= -d V.rl.mce. of Tim. Av...s.. of S.1..t.d L*box W..k.t

Q-iAl.. f.. All Y.*s M... Young Wm..,

Mean

variance
Sample Size

All Young All Youns

Men Women

S.94 S.73

.339 - .477

356S 351S

8.56 7.s3

.454 .s83

4159 3900

1.10 0.64

.176 .156

413s 3907

3.76 3.46

.038 .177

4222 6034

3.72 3.51

1T3 .38o

4044 37S6

1.33 1.23

.010 .055

4043 .3737

7.58 7.0?

14s .713

3975 3>14

3,2S 2.73

3.42 2.56

5061 460s

2.64 1.s9
4.06 2.77

5061 660S

5225 5159

All Older

Men

8.s7

.509

4471

8.62

.610

3800

1.04

.270

3932

3.74

.069

4753

3.S2

.0.95

4779

1.33

.012

6776

7.57.

.214

4741

1.25.

.975

4545

0.55

1.08

4545

5020

All Mature
women

8.s3

.4E1.

4s65

?.60

.839

3974

0.57

.182
..3396.

3.42

.197

4264

3.52”

.334

4284

1,23

.0&6

4271

6.99

.657

4155

2.02 .—

1.S7.

4117

1.2s

2.33

4117

5083
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Brothe,-

Labor Market Variable Broth...

LOS Earning. .085

.35

Los Hourly Was. .056

.42

Log Annual Hour. .009

.34

Los Family in.ome .070

.38

2i*%er -

S.ist.ex

.09Z

.26

.042

.39

.054

.28. ,

.118

.52

for Hatched F-ilr Heb*rs

Covariance

C., relation

Fami lY Relationship

=Orother - Son- –.- Daushter-

Si. t.. Father Father

.0ss .106 .133

son- Uamshte,- Fath.z

Mother Moth== Mothe,

...086 .103 .114

2s .39 .40 .29 .27

.050 .067 .054 ,045 .040 .053

.41 .&l .3s. .36 .35 .35

.001 .007 .000.. .004 .o&l .Q1.e-

.01 ...23 . ~ -00 .07 .24 .2$

.115 .080 .119 ..136 .154 .25.8

.56 .34 k6 .54 .55 .81

Va.iamc.s of Pema.nt C.mp.n.nt. of
Log Re=l Earnias. . LOS Real Was... -d LOS knual E.”==

f.. All Youmc Men, Yo”ns Women, Older Men. =nd Mat”r. WOmmn

Variauee

Sampl. size

All YOU”S All Young All Older All Matuce

Labor Market Variable .._M-n women Me” women

Log Ea,nins, .243 .376 .299 .376

36630 18067 6317 1s284

LOS Hou,ly Was. .135 ..107 .196 120

33468 17742 34s7 27304

LOS Annual Hour, .027 .197 0S3 .149

8922 3464 3485 115S3

LOS Family income .185 .226 .293 .345

6785 4481 4336 >5731—.
. .
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Tim. Mean of

Father,. Corresponding

Labor Mazket Outcome

With Contxol .=7

variable set 11 (.032)

With Control .073

variable set 112 .[.042)

S~PLE SIZE 690

Father, s Corresponding

Laboz Market Outcome

With COnLrO1 .249

Variable Set 11 c.04.4)

With COnt. Q1 ..073

Variable Set 112 (.068).

stiPLE SIZE 543

O~lS~Y WI SQU~S

-..

.,191 .273 . .074 .134 .063 “.195

(.032) (.028) (.030) (.067) (.041) (.058)

.022 .086 .053 .095

(.039)

.030 .223

(.035) (.031) ....(069) (:042) (.058)’

720 695 84? 809 792 1003

.. ... ................... ... ........ ............>....... .... .
IUSn-STX VUI~LES3

.210 .282

(.037) (.033)

-.005 .098

(.052) (.048>

S?o 61.1

--=-= =x-== ===== -==== ====x=====x-- ====-======.-.=-===========-==,

.032 ..— .611 .055

.065) (.210) (.131)

.007 .5.55 .. . -..026

.068) - (.228) (.149)

752 759 699

standa, d .,,., s are in Parentheses

potential sample size= 1099

1. All equation% contain the following set of control variables : child, s age in Ig66, age sq”.red, age c“bad,

and Pazent, s ,s. in 1966. ,s. squared, a“d age cubed.

2. All aquations Contaio controls for child, s x..., child, s eduoati.n, education squared, ed”. =tion .Ubed,

child, s age in 1966, age squared, aga cubed, child, s mean residenoe i“ the SO” Lb and in a“ SMSA, .Bd parent, s

education, education squared, education cubed, Parent’s as. in 1966, ase squared, and as. cubed.

3. In the IV .quations, the following variables were used as measures of thm father, s (moth er, .) labor mark-t

Outcomes: the 10E wage in 1966 (1987), 108 wage and salary income in 1965 C1966) , log family i“.ome in 1965

(1967) , log .“era&e bou,* worked P., week in 1965 (1967) , 108 weeks worked in 1965 (1S67) , and 10S annual hours

in 1965 (1967). The instrumental variables conzist of all the control variables in the c.rr=fip.ndimg lab..

market outcome enatio”s (s.. notes L and 2 above] PIUS the fathers. (mother, s ) time avera~e of the Particular

o“kcome variable constructed from .11 later year, : for example, in the family income ewatio” we use the

average of log family income reports ror the father (mother) for years after 1965 (1967)
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Tin. Mean of

Fatimrs = Corresponding

Labor Market outoom.

With Control

Vaziable set 11

with control

Variable Set 112

.296

.039)

.158

.053)

S~PLE SIZE

. . . .... .. .

Father, s C.rzespondi”g

Labor Market OuZcOme

623

.

.238 .238 .026 .124

.045) (.030) (.057) (.098)

.083 .096 .057 .139

.os&) (.038) (.058) (.101)

597 578 748 696

-.004

(.079)

.023

(.082)

615

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . --- .-...’ .----;--- ---

lHsmWNTU v=l-LES

.322 .335 ?---238With CO”trO1

Va, iabls Set 11 (.049) (.067> (.036.)

With Control .220 27.9. .1.1.$

Variable Set 112 (.080) (.090) (.0481

S~PLE S1 ZE 485 560 475

------- .-. --=--= =--------= ==-== =----- ==. am=====--=- =======-=-.

stamdnrd ezr. zs axe in paze”theses

potential sample size- 98S

..110 .042

.16s) (.266)

.184 .141

15s) (.281)

656 641

-.072

( .230)

.058

(.257)

-.012

(.05&)

.00.9

(.054)

861

..... .......... .

1. All equations contain the followins %at of control variables : child- * age in 1966, age squared, as= cub-d,

and parent, s .8. in 1966, ,s, squared, a“d as, cubed..

2. All equations co”taim control* for child, s race, child-s education, education .Wazed, education cub-d,

child Ss =s. i“ 1966, .s. squared, age cubed, child, s mea” residence in the South a“d in an SMSA, and parent, s

aducatiom. .ducati.” =q”a. ad, education cubed, parent, z .%. in 1966, .s. %quared, and as. cubmd.

3. In the Iv equati.”s, the following variables we=. used a% measures .f the father, = (mother,%) labor market

.utcome, : the 10S was- in 1966 (1967), leg wage and ,alar.y income in 1965 (1966) . 10S f.mily income in 1965

(1967) , 1.s average hours worked per week i“ 1965 (1967) . log weeks worked in 1965 (1967) , and 10S annual hours

in 1965 (1967) The i“struental variables consist of all the controlvariable.in the correxp.ndins l-b..

markat outcome e~ations [see notes 1 and 2 above) PIU. the father Ss (mother,s) time averase of the pa. ticul*r

outcome variable constructed from ,.11 later years : for example, in the family income equation we ase the

averase of 10S fmily income repozts for the fathez (moth,. ) for yeazs after 1965 (1967] .
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With Control .285

V.ziable set 11 .(.029)

With Control ..132

Variable Set 112 (.035)

SMPLE SIZE 973

. . . .

.083

(.023)

-.001

( 024-)

944

. ..

.264 -.025 .007

.03&) (.016) (.023)

.059 -.030 -.006

,038) (.016) (.023)

910 1021 .... . 986

Mother,. Corresponding

Labor Market O.utc.me

with control .340

Variable Set 11 (.042>

With co”txaL ....263 .

Variable S*L 112.::–. (.073)

SMPLE SIZE 808

.148

(.062)

-.021

.(.051)

565

.341 -.002 .Okz

.050> (.036) (.079)

.uh -.019 -.019

,072) (.039) <.087)

553 840 675

.010 ..126

(.016) (.037)

.008 .129

(.016) (.037)

920 1254

.. . ....... ... . . ..

.016

(.065)

-.U38

(.049)

554

.=.. =. . ..= . . . . . . ..==. =.. =. . ..= . . ..== . . ..=.= .==... =...= ==. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

standard errors are i“ Pare” theses

potantial sample size- 1671

1. All equations contain the following set of control vaxiables : Child Ss age in 1966, age squared, age cubad,

and Parent, s as, in 1966, age sq”arad, and ,s. cubed.

2. All equations contain .O”trole for child, s race, child! s *d.. ation, education squarad, ad”oaci.n cubed,

child, . age in 1966, as. squared, age cubed, child, s mean residence in the So” Ch a“d in .“ SMSA, and parant, s

education, education squared, adueatio” cubed, Par*nt’s ase in 1966, “–age squared, and a%. cubed.

3. In the IV eq”ati.ms, the following variables were used .* measures of the father, s (m. ther, s) labor market

outcomes : the log wase in 1966 <1967) , 10S -.8. and salary income in 1965 (1966) , 10s family income in 1965

(1967) , 10E average hours worked per week in 1965 (1967] , 108 weeks “orked in 1965 (1967,), and LOS annual hours

in 1965 (1967) The instrumental variables consi$t of all the control variables in the corresponding labor

❑arket outcome equations (me. notes 1 and 2 above) plus the father, = (mother Ss) time average of the particular

outcome variable constructed from all later years: for example, in the family income aqua$ion “e .s. the

average .f log family. income reports for the father (mother) for years after 1965 (1967)
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Tim. Mean of

Moth*r. s Corzespondins

Labo. Hazk. t O=tCOm~

With Control

variable Set 11

With Co”tzol

Va, iable Set 112...

SWPLE SIZE

.329 .170

.032> (.031)

.107 ...072

.040) (.031)

1114 10s2

.232 .037 .133 .081

027) (.02s) (.030) (.035)

.077 .03s .096 ..071

.030]” (.02s) (.031) (.036)

10SZ 1186 11ss 92s

.167

(.033)

.191

(.033)

13s3

. . . . . . ..-. s..

Mother, s C.rrespondins

Labor Market Outcome

With Control .422 .34s .325

Variable Set 11 [.04s) (.067) (.050)

with control .152 .263 .1s1

Variable Set 112 (.092] (.091) (.077)

S~PLE SIZE 909 677 643

.101 .548 .347

.103> (.121) <.179)

.176 .6s5 .337

.121) (.126) (.187)

75s S17 579
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..==.. ==. . . . . ..=== =.. ==x.= ..................==... =.x.= ..== .....=.. ===== ......

standard ert. rz ara in parentheses

potential samp Le size= 1848

1. All equation. contain the foil.wing set of c.ntr.ol variables: child, s es. in 1966, age squared, age cubed,

and paze”t, s aga i“ 1966, .8. squared. and age cubed.

2. All e~ati.ns contmin controls for child, a race , child, s education. education squared, education cubed,

child, B age i“ 1966, age swazed, age cubed, child, s mea” residence the south a“d in an SMSA, and parent, .

ed”oation, odu. ation squared. parent, = age in 1966. age x~azed, and .s. cubed.

3. In the Iv equations. the fo1lo”ins variables weze used as measures .f the father, s (mother >.) lab.. m.rk. t

outcomes: the 10s wage in 1966 [1967) , 10S “.6. and salary income in 1965 .(1966) , 1.8 fmily income in 1~S5

(1967) , log av@rase hours worked per week in 1965 (1967 )...1.s weeks worked in 1965 (1967) , and 10S annu=l hour=

in 1965 (1967) . The in=tx”mental variables consist of .11 the control variables in tbe correspo”dimg Labor

market outcome equations (%.. note% 1 and 2 above) PIU, tbe fatberp s (mother, s ) time =Ve,as= of the Particular

outcome

average

variable conat, ucted

of 108 f**i lY income

from all later years :

reports for the father

for example, in the fmily imcoma ewation we use the

(mother) for Years after 1965 (1967 )..
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Labor Market Variable

Los Earnimss

LOS Eo”rs Worked

per Week

LOS Weeks Worked

per Yea,

LOS Weeks Unemployed

Par Yea=

Young woman-

Euaband

.065

.13

3209

-.001

-.02

3221

..003

.02

3031

.001

.00

904

.000

.00

2630

Matd.d F-ilY Metier.

Covari.nce
Correlation
Sample Size

Fam.ilY Relationship

Euaband- Eu.band-

Father-in-Law Mother-in-Law

..168 .081

.32 .16

556 1035

.002 .002

.03 .03

635 1046

-.001. .010

-.02 .06

629 1063

-.000 -.014

-.00 -.07

164 310

.003 .007

.02 .03

623 1003

Eusband -

Bzother-in-Law

.072

–. 1s

1057

.001

..02

1036

-.009

..07

$77

-.007 .

-.0s

317

.013

.07

948
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Labor Market Variable

LOG Hours Woxked

P., Week

L.% Weeks Worked

p.. Y...

Young M.n-
Wife

.076

1s

2939

-.004

-.05

2189

.018

.07

26S4

-.007

-.03

2124

-.

wife-

Father-in-Law

.089

.13

509

..00.1

.02

440

.005

.03

544

.016

.05

639

Wife- - wife-
Moth..-in-Law Sister-in-Law

.078.

.0s

?14

.012

.06

587

.016

.04

695

.055

.0?

575

.105

.13.

814

.016

.09

647

.038

.08

726

.123

15

539
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Tfile 8
Regression -lysis of Relatiomhip Betieen Father’s

and Son’s In&t~ Co~onents

Dependent Variable:
Independent Son’s Mean Industry Wage Component
Variables: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ .

Father’s Mean
Indust~ Wage ,-
Component

Son’s Mean
Occupation
Component

Father’s Mean
Occupation
Component

Son’s Mean
Collective
Bargaining .Stams

Father, s Mean
Collective
Bargaining Status

Controls Included?

R2

N

.227 .227 .224.. .223
(7:2). “(7.2) (7.1) “(7.1)

-.110 -.118
(-2.7) (-2.9)

.071
(2.0”)

no yes yes yes

.06 .14 .14 .15
894 888 887 887

.203
(6:3)

-J14
(-2.7)

.089
(2.5)

~ .059
(5...6)

yes

.20
“791

-———-

..130
(3.0)

.-.151
(-:3 .0)

.161
.(3.5)

.063
(5.2)

-.001
(-0.1)

yes

.26
542

Notes:

1.. t- statistics are in parentheses.

2. Control variables are the following: son’s education, father, s education,
son’s age, father’s age, (all in cubic specifications) , indicators for race,
and for residence in the “South and residence in an SM”SA.

.—

3. The dependent variable bas mean equal to .14 with a standard error of
.120. Me father’s corresponding variable has mean equal to .14 and standard
error of .127.
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Table 9
Re~ession tilysis of Relatio-hip Betieen Father’s

=d Sonvs Collective tigaiting Sti_

Independent
Variables:
--------------------

Father’s Mean
Collective
Bargaining Status

Son’s Mean
Indust~
Component

Son’s Mean
Occupation
Component

Father’s Mean
Indust~
Component

Father’s Mean
Occupation
Component

Controls Included?

~2

N

Dependent Variable:
Son’s Mean Collective Bargaining

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
---— ..-

.195 “-” .108 .099 .104 .113
(5.1) (2.8) (2.6) (2.6) (2.9)

.853 .862
(5.8) (5.8) .-,_...-.

-.92L
(-5.3)

-.055
(-0.4)

no yes. yes. yes

.05 .17 .22 ..22
544 543 543 543

..043
(0.3)

yes

..21
...542

.100
(2.5)

.771
(5.2)

-.755
(4.4)

-.OM
(-0.1)

-.099...
(-0.6)

yes

..25
542

Notes :

1. t- statistics are in parentheses.

2. Control variables are the following: son’s education, father, s education,
son?s age, fatherrs age, (all_in cubic specifications) , indicators for race,
and for residence in the South md residence in an SMSA.

3. The dependent variable has mean equal to .32 ..witha standard error of
.414. The father, s conesponding variable has. mean .37 with .a stan&rd error..
of .457.
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correlation

p-m 1..

S-1. size

NMLWU NTWOVBrother, s Variables

BMFINC

~AN F~lLY INCOME (IN LOGS)

BME~N

MEAN lNCOME FROM WAG6SAL (IN LOGS)

BmAGE

tiEAx EOuRLy WAGE UTE (IN LOGS)

BMLBRWK

~AN LOG # ~S WORKD PR mEK 67-81

BMLW

~AN LOG # ~ WORKD PR YE~ 66-80

BMLWU

ME~ LOG # ~S UNEMPLD PR YR 66-80

BNUMEMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 66-81

BTURNOV

# JOB TUSNOVE= O=R YRS 66-81

NWINC

0.26795

0.0001

Z95

0,24552

0.0001

353

0.28204

0.0001

3k4

0.07779

0.142&

357

0.07893

0.1531

329

0.05116

0.3549

329

0.01041

0.8301

427

0.05038

0.2990

427

NNU~MP

0.29525 0.32287. -0.00920 0.07019

0.00U1 0.0001 0.8646 0.1980

342 343 346 338

0.06171

0.2586

337

-0.07398

0.1544

372

-0.04031

0 ,.43S2

372

0.27868 0.31409 0.08295 0..19186

0.0001 0. OUO1 0.0888 0.0001

420 418 422 409

0.14593

0.0031

408

-0.03060

0.5118

462

0.00509

0.9131

462

0.28557 0.35011 0.10211 0.09499

0.0001 0.0001 0.0383 0 .0S83

410 &08 412. 398

0.06064

0.2280

.397

-0.01878

0.6912

450

0.01306

0,7820

650

0.13738 0.12145 U.14172 0.04547

0.0047 0,0126 0.0033 0.3567

422 421 427 413

0.05667

0.251i

412

b.05883

0;~40

468

0-.10368

0.0249”

468

0..14424 0. f17902 0.06634 0.1S343

0.0044 0.1197 0.1883 0.0003

389 389 395 383

0.06917

0.1773

382

0.09265

0.0543

432

0.10S60

0.0282

432

U. 16864 0,11107 0.08838 0.24162

0.0008 0.0285 0.0794 0.0001

389 388 395 383

0.08161

0.1113

382

0.08934

0.0S36

432

0, 10257

0.0331

432

0.11061 0.05069 0.02958 -0.025.84

0.0123 0.2541 0.5038 0.5671

512 508 513 493

0.02760

_O.5&L&

492

0.16303,

0,0001

583

0.149S3

O .0003

583

0.13793 0.06155 0,07264 0.003&9

0.0018 0.1660 0.1003 0. S385

0,059z7

0.1894

0.15394

0.0002

U.L6840

0.0001

512 508 513 493 492 583 583

V~lABLE

NMFINc

NME~N

NMWAGE

NMLHRW

NMLWW

NMLWU

NNUMEMP

NTURNOV

N ~AN

435 8.94898478

523 8.5?192181

519 1.10481303

524 3.78240371

504 3.7075s194

503 1.336512S5

604 3.35264901

604 2.66225166

STD DEV VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV

0.58457120

0.67443341

0.40271647

0.17496058

0.46217962

0.06670024

1.80834887

1.94752866

BMFINC

.BME~N

BMWAGE

BMLHRWK

BMLW

BMLHU

BNUMEMP

BT~OV

377

473

460

478

441

4k1

5s9

5s9

8.86968875

8.47427270

.1.04541711

3.73618U8?

3.?2132874

1.31902s20

3.38564274

2.70784641

0.64499869

0.66324562

0.40560557

0.18427594

0.44894458

0. 147s99s4

1.74s4750s

1.81799823
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Idle M

Co.r.l.tions b.ns Time Ave.. e.= of

Selected L*OX Market Variables of

sm. -d Father.

correlation

p-value

S-pie size

son-s v*riable,

NMFINC NME~N N~AGE NMLERW

—.

mw NtiWU NNUMEMP NT~OV

0.27435 0.25984 0.3 b.316 -0.00063

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.9856

6s0 819 814 826

MF lNC

MEw TOT NET FM lNC c~TMNT (LOG)

0.Q5673 0.04690 -0.00931 .0.02217

0.1124 0.18S6 0.7695 0.4853

704 784 993 993

mmN

MEAN lNC Fm WAGGSAL <RETmT (LOG)

0.23,S80 0.22475 0.31802 -0,03014

0..0001 0.00Q1 0.0001 0.4193

5s9 720 715 720

0.03312 0.01885 -0.01945 -0.00907

0.2882’ 0.6234 0.3701 0.7?31

681 681 855 is5

WAGE

MEAN EOmY WAGE < REZ~EMENT (LOG)

0.23731 0.22248 0.38292 0.03606

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.3404

585 701 695 701

0.02626 0.03563 -0.0S424 -0.01901

0.4990 0.3590 0.11&3 0.5802

665 665 849 849

~LERK

M-N LOG # HRS wORKD PR WEEK 65-83

0.06052 0.00809 0.04288 0.09842

0.1084 0.8149 0.2161 0.0041

705 . 840 836 848

0.00A91 0.02238 0.02130 0.0503S

0.8094 0.5226 0.6952 0.106&

805 804 1028 1028

Ww

M~N LOG # ~S WOR~ PR YE~ 65-83

0.08819 0.06080 0.07032 0.02579

0.0188 0.0773 0.0416 0.4517

709 845 840 856

0.07304 0.04909 0.06550 0.01881

0.0519 0.1539 0.0577 0.5830

709 a45 840 854

0.07876 0.07673 0.00004 0.02612

0.0250 0.0336 0. D990 0.4015_

810 809 1034 103&

~LWU

WAN LOG # WKS UNEMPLD ~ YR 65-83

0.06898 0.06886 0.00762 0.03048

0.0497 0.0502 0.8068 0.3275

810 809 1036 1034

MMUMEMP

+ DIFFi ~PLOY~S OVER YRS 66-83

-0.0560& -0.01419 -0.04343 -0.059S0

0.1600 0.6838 0.2138 0.0837

695 826 821 835

‘0.04528 0.00138 0.10434 0.05112

0.2025 0.9690 0.0009 0.1053

1s4 796 1005 1005

MTURNOV

# JOB TURNOVERS OVER YRS 66-83

-0.04088 0.01662 -0.00690 -0.01226

0.2818 0.6334 0.8635 0.7226

695 826 821 835

0.00182 0.04091 0.07780 0.0S172

0.9591 0.2495 0.0136 0.0505

794 794 IOQ5 1005

V~IABLE N MEAN STD DEV VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV

NMF lNC

RMEmN

NMWAGE

NMLmW

NMLW

NMLWU

NNUMmP

NTURNOV

720

862

S57

871

S25

824

1061

1061

8.90599105

8.57389244

1.11660109

3.74704658

3.70246899

1.32878434

3.2s390198

2.61 S22714

0.35514690

0.674 g5675

0.42159527

0.20205401

0.44 S63394

0.10059962

1.80097129

1.95036711

WINC

WARN

MWAOE

~LERm

~LW

MMLWU

MNU~MF

MTURNOV

1025

886

S81

1065

1071

1071

104Z

1042

9.01926&1&

8.68951833

1.10229976

3.76518621

3.84279891

1.34028703

1.24568128

0.564299&2

0.B649556:

0.7522846k

0.53071836

0.2324143t

0.23 S378U:

0.0s7?3533

0.976 ?250!

1.0024s06:
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correlation

p-value

Smple size

NMLWUMothers s Variable, NTURNOV

~FINC

MEAN F~lLY INCOME (IN LOGS)

0.30870 0.27206 0.34189 0.08697 0.12446

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0026 0.0001

975 1183 117S 1195 1119

0.12690

0.0001

1119

0.01211

0.6345

15L4

0.04207

0.0985

1544

WE~N

MEAN lNCOME FROM WGSSAL (IN LOGS)

WMWAGE

MmN EOURLY WAGE mTE (lN LOGS)

~LER~

~AN LOG # ERS WOR~ FE WEEK 67-84

~LW

MEAN LOG # WKS WORKD FE YEU S7- 04

~LWU

~AN LOG # ~ UNEMPLD PR YR 67-84

HNUMEMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER Y= 67 -8&

WTURNOV

# JoB TU~OVE= OVER YRS 67-84

0.18331 0.1276S 0.17694 0.02326 0.03661

0 .0001... 0.0001 0.0001 0.4734 ..0.2768

774 945 934 952 892

0.03762

0.2617

892

0.00694

0.8630

1220

0,00517

.0.8569

1220

0.24G05 0.17708 0.26680 0.00759 0.01122

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0,8173. 0.7405

755 921 911 930 873

0.02216

0.5132

873

-0.00613

0.8317

.1206

k.01171

0.6846

.1205

0.04480 0.02635 0.05598 -0.05138 0.02579

0..1954 0..4018 0.0764 0.1006 0.4249

837 1015 1003 1022 960

0.01793

0..5789

960

-0.00402

0.8837

1329

-0.02051

0. L549

1329

0.11821 0.09746 0.07135 0.04214 0.02722

0.0006 0.0017 0.0227 0,1742...0.3962

848 1029 1019 1039 974

0.03185

0.3208

974

0.03203

0.2407

.1343

0.02895

0.2890

1343

0.11713 0.11219 0. G7512 0.05679 0.03606

0.0007 0.0003 0.0167 0.0678 0.2616

844 1025 101S 1035 971

0.03390

0.2913

9?1

0.03852

0.1589

1339

0.03640

0.1831

U.39

-0.07669 -0.06536 -0.08111 -0.01242 -0..0~O61

0.0306 0.0625 0.0i22 0.6992 0.9853

795 964 954 970 909

-0.02214

0.5051

909

0.09729

0..0006

1256

0..10786

0.0001

1256

‘0.06966 ‘0.04749 -0.09706 0.00571 0.01226 -0.01424 0.09853 0.12066

0.0496 0.1407 0.0027 0.8590 0.7121 0.6680

795 966 954

D.0005 0.0001

125s ...1256970 909 909

V~IABLE

NWINC

N~~N

NMAGE

N~HR~

mm

NMLWU

NNUMEMP

NTURNOV

N MEAN

100A 8.8822&651

1219 8.46063716

1211 1.04178913

1234 3.73860891

1154 3.72356021

1154 1.32480685

1608 3.42166179

1608 2.7307213s

STD DEV

0.63449188

VARIABLE

WMFINC

WMEmN

WMNAGE

WMLKRm

WMLW

NMLWU

WNUMEMP

WTURNOV

62

N MEAN STD DEV

1599

1258

12A4

1373

1392

1388

1296

1296

8.78165702

7.44408290

0.48339998

3.40906255

3.48733496

1.21900723

1.926 S9753

1.22530864

.0.68421014

0.9&516679

0.40172855

0.45839787

0.62268048

0.24004305

1.37827497

1.5 S75?932

0.71173909

0.42073483

0.22673824

0.44131858

0. 1168765.5

1.80439325.

1.95124174



Si%ter, s Variable%

GMFINC

~AN F~lLY lNCO~ (IN LOGS)

GMM

mAN INCOME FROM WAG&SAL (IN LOGS)

G~AGE

MEAN BOURLY WAGE ~TE (lR LOGS )

GMLHRWK

~AN LOG # ERS WOEKD PR WEEK 6S -82

GMLW

MEAN LOG # WS WOR~ PR YE~ 68-82

Gmwu

=AN LOG # WKS UNEMPLD PR YR S9-82

GNUMEMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 68-82

GT~NOV

# JOB WmOVZW OVER YRS 6S- S2

0.10781 0. 192SS 0.26592 0..02432 0.00716 0.03579 -0.07837 ‘0.06&61

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.4323 0. 822S 0.2627 0.00ss 0.0233

854 1034 1029 1045 982 981 1233 1233

0.14614 0.08063 0.14718 -0.01438 0.00262 ‘0.01859 -0.097S5 -0.09164

0.0001 .0.0058 0.0001 0.6215 0...9.356-0.5351 0.0002 0.0006

96S 1170 1165 1181 1117 1116 1411 1411

0.20222 0.15560 0.2511S -0.00252 0.00676 0.00337 ‘0.05$91 ‘0.04010

0:0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.9213 0.8219 0.910S 0.02&7 0.1328

960 1167 1161 1177 1111 1110 1406 1406

-0.04064 ‘0,0909S -0.06265 ‘0.05S11 -0.01812 -0.03000 ‘0.04593 ‘0.0612S

0.1996 0.0015 0.029.5 0.038& 0.5276 0.3075 0.0789 0,01s0

998 1214 1208 1228 1160 1159 146S 1665

0.07520

0.0203

953

0.04992

0.0900

1154

0.03861

0.1913

1147

0.05291 -0.00015 0.00158 -0.06954 -0.0S217

0.0709 0.9961 0.9581 0.0098 0.0023

1166 1102 1101 1379 1379

0.0.5103

0.1166

947

0.02698

0.3614

1147

0.03226

0.2766

1139

0.01660 ‘0.0109S -0.01207 ‘0.06577 ‘0.07147

0.5725 0.7168 0.6903 0.014S 0.00s1

1158 1094 1093 1371 1371

0.06832

0.0220

112&

0.03092

0.2527

13?1

0.05079

0.0610

1361

0.03313 0.,000S8 ‘0.00817 0.0693S 0.0778S

0.2175 0.9S03 0.7S86 0.00&3 0.0013

1387 1302 1301 1692 1692

0 .0S422

0.0047

1124

0.05149

0.0566

1371

0.07238

0.0076

0.041S4 0.01099 0.00314 0.05628 0.07027

0.1193 0.6919 0.9098 0.0207 0.003S

1361

VARIABLE

GMFINC

GMEARN

-AGE

GMLHRWK

GMLHW

GMLWU

GNU~MP

GTURNOV

1387 1302 1301 1692 1692

V~lABLE

NW lNC

NMEm

NWAGE

NMLHRW

NMLW

NMLWU

NNUMEMP

NTURNOV

N MEAN STD DEV MEAN sID DEV

1215

1497

1486

1516

1422

1421

1S72

1872

S. S3239187

8.44208753

1.02901S71

3.739795s9

3.69584603

1.32219729

3.3s155983

2.71420940

0.66938507

0.71940052

0 .k3941944

O .20765065

0.42254518

0. 10S29522

1.85.497535

1.98202802

1232

1437

1435

1493

1402

1394

1732

1732

0.63047396

7.82~s4910

0.61 S05095

3.49016277

3. 507512S2

1.22812330

2.74769053

1.86836028

0.7460427;

0.9347836>

0.3s022a65

0.3914011!

0. S257D34(

0.24330012

1.616 ?702.

1.6627891!
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correlation

p-value
sample size

Younx woman, s variables

~ GMFINC GME= GWAGE GMLHRW GMLW GMLWU GNUMEMP GTURNOV

SMFINC 0.37347 0.19b00 0.26737 0.00916 0..042Z3 0.05177 0.07507 0.12509

MEAN FMILY INCOME (IN LOGS) 0.0001 0.0006 0.0001 0.8690 0.4626– 0.3700 0.1501 0.0162

286 306 316 327 302 302 369 369

SME~N 0.20920 0.23128 0.28&06 0.06598 0.14976 0.10998 0.07708 0.10312

MEAN INCOME FROM WAG&SAL (IN LOGS ) 0.0002 0.0001 .0 .0001 0.1999 0.0C50 .0.0397 0.1109 0.0327

323 360 366 379 350 350 429 429

SWAGE 0.29902 0.23707 0.35651 0.00019 0,0g178 0.06652 0..06229 0.09325

WAN HO~Y WAGE ~TE (IN LOGS> 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.9970 0.0851 0.2125 0.1958 0.0525

326 364 371 382 353 .333 433 ~~~

SMLERW -0.01823 0.00023 -0.01982 0.08964 0.04990 0.04552 0,04614 0.0b4gs

MEAN LOG # BRS WORKD ~ WEEK 68-82 0.7399 0.9965 0..6993 0.07&8 0.340S 0.3853. 0.3304 D.3430

334 3?6 382 396 367 3s6 4L7 4L7

Smww 0.10346 0.08385 0.13499 0.07433 0.14525 0.10902 0. O1&ll 0.01168

MEAN LOG + ~S HORKD FR YEAR S8-82 0.0663 0.2315 0.0105 0.1530 o.oojti o,obz~ 0.7731 0.8113

316 353 359 371 344 344 420 420

Smwu 0.07863 0.0218& 0.11694 0.04483 0.12444 0.09440 0.0008z -0,00Z~I

MEAN LOG # WKS UNEMPLD PR YR 69-82 0..1639 0.6831 0.0269 0.3896 0.0212 0.0808 0,9867 0.9461

315 352 358 370 343 . 343 419 419

SNUmMP 0.03700 0..01863 0.04046 -0.00651 -0.04514 -0.03462 0.13375 0.12412

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 68-S2 0.4.662 0.6958 0.3903 0.8881 0.3527 0.47s6 ‘“ 0.0018 0.0027

390 443 453 469 426 425 ~~~ ~~~

STURNOV 0.04163 0.01S4 0.0Z507 -0.04146 -0.0.3170 -0.01891 0.13608 0.13253

# JOB TURNOVERS OVER YRS 68-82 0.4123 0.6818 6..5946 0.3703 0.5140 0,6976 0.0015 0.0019

VM1mLE

GMFINc

GME~N

GMWAGE

GMLERW

GMLW

GML WU

GNUMEMP

GTU~OV

N

423

477

490

507

450

457

594

594

MEAN

8.75641279

7.74034655

0.56568270

3.48829290

3.53754045

1.23831950

2.79124579

1.9528619S

390 443 453 469

STD DEV VaIABLE N

0.69575256

0.89353725

0.39i48023

0.42869323

0.59748806

0.22708133

1.58519418

1.66639240

SMF lNC

SME~N

SMWAGE

5MLERW

SMLWW

SMLWU

SNUMEMP

STURNOV

397

459

462

474

445

444

586

5s6

426 425

8. S8809702

7.74537284

0.64869655

3.51407106

3.57402129

1.25062942

2.77474403

1.88225256

545 545

STD DEV

0.77762646

0.09150849

0.37319593

0.38214244

0.57014700

0 ;214915S7

1.53826754

1.60601190
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correlation

p-value

Smpl. size

Pau.hter> s Variables

~LW @WU GNUWMP G1~NOVFather, s Variabl@s GMF 1NC GME~ _~AGE GMLERW

wINC

MEAN TOT =T FM lNC <RETMNT cLOG)

mE~N

MEAN lNC F~ WAG&Sti CRETMNT (LOG)

0 .3=99

0.0001

623

0.16572 0.31826 -0.08060

050001 0.0001 0.0289

.709 707 735

0.03234

0.3997

680

0.03373 0.08783

0.3830 0.00S8

S71 864

0.105s9

0.0019

864

0.25419

0.0001

525

0.21434 0.31605 -0.01327

0.0001 0.0001 0.7621

597 595 617

0.07677

0.0S72

569

0.08728 0.09311

0.0388 0.0118

561 731

0.10776

0.0035

731

MWAGE

MEAN WAGE c RETIREMENT (LOG)

mLHRW

MEAN LOG # ERS WORKD PR WEEK 65-83

MMLW

MEAN LOG # WS WORD PR YE~ 65-83

mLWU

MEAN LOG # WKS UNEMPLD PR YR 65-83

MNUMEMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 66-83

MTURNOV

# JOB TURNOVERS O~R TRS 66-83

0.32576

0.0001

512

0.207A6 0.32259 ‘0.02216

0.0001 0.0001 0.5896

579 579 595

0.04276

0.3102

547

0.03906 0.06532

0.3656 0.0809

539 715

0.08046

0.0315

715

0.05053

o.2ok3

633

0.12049 0.07755.. 0.00661

0.0012 0.0376 0.8568

722 719 749

0.00476

0.9004

694

0.01041 0.06630

0.7856 0.0566

685 880

0.07795

0.0207

880

0.11024

0.0054

636

0.09175 0.04191 -0.02715

0.0135 0.2607 0.4570

724 722 753

0.03810

0.3416

695

0.03515 0.01&06

0.35?7 0.6762

607 886

0.02105

0.5320

884

0.09283

0.0192

636

0.09257 0.04781 -.0.00729

0.012? 0.19S8 0.8&1S

?24 721 752

0.0A&19 0.04604 0.0251Q 0.030S3

0.24k3 0.2281 0.6544 0.3630

696 687 884 884

-0.0241z

0.5482

622

-0.,00647 -0.00761 0.03&L8

0.8638 0.8402 0.3554

706 704 733

0.05759 -0.05224 -0.00754 -0.02176

0.1336 0.1768 0.8251 0.5236

679 670 861 861

0.07532 -0.06&56 0.00582 -0.00047

0.0498 0.0950 0.86A7 0. S8S0

– 679 67o 861 861

‘0.036.27

0.3665

-0.01381 -0.02857 0.05437

.0.7141 0.6492 0.1414

622 . 706 706 733

N

936

798

786

958

963

962

937

937

N MEAN

652 8.77262S92

741 7.74771004

739 0.69587494

769 3.47027528

711 3.s385801s

702 1..24109363

SOS 2.78918322

906 1.92? 15232

STD DEV VARIABLE MEAN sID D~

O .S9939512

0.94095780

0.42082681

0.6217S496

0.61430912

0.22768111

1.57070347

1.67503345

WE lNc

~EARN

M~AGE

~LERw

WL~

MMLWU

~UMEMP

MTURNOV

S.01979965

8.67$35380

1.09 S32343

3.73238655

3.82750698

1.33716690

1.24119520

0.5g7S5208

0. 690?263(

0.8577s234

o.5607k908

0.2 SS8S39:

0.2842981Z

0.09182740

1.0092996Z

1.088 S530?
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correlation

p-ml..

Smpl. Siz,

.

~ able,

GMFINC W~N GWAGE GmLERm GMLW GMLWUMoth., ,s Variables GNUMEMP GTUWOV

0.0 S377 0.099S7

0.0008 0.0001

1612 1612

WFINC

uEm FmlLy INCOME (IN LOGS)

0.29619 0.19524 0.30S43 -0.07192 0.10.577 0.11844

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0076 0.0001 0.0001

1115 1320 133S 1376 1306 13o3

WEARN

MEAN lNCO~ FROM WG&SAL (IN LOGS)

0.18107 0.16722 0.1S436 0.043S2 0.109&5 0,10931

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.1435 0.0003 0,0004

89S 1082 1099 1116 106A 1c61

0.04967 0.047Z0

0.0714 0.0.867

1318 1318

W~AGE

MEAH EOURLY WAGE ~TE (IN LOGS)

0.1903s 0..20077 0.25651 0.01903 0.05912 0.06444

0:0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5280 0..0551 0.0368

S79 1067 1082 “11OZ 1053 1050

0.07004 0.08601

0,0114 0.0019

130s 1306

WMLERWK

MEAN LOG # ERS WORKD FE WEEK 67-84

0.13956 0.05252 0.07882 0.03499 0.028S2 0.0z30&

0.0001 0.0754 0.0072 0.2285 0.3322 0.&390

954 1147 1162 11S6. 113& .1.13.1

-0,02755 .-0.034S6

0.3.021 0.1954

1A05 1405

0.13607 0.1&187 0.11504 0.07704 0.11224 0,10232

0.0001 0 .000.1 0.0001 0.0073 0.0001 0. C005

972 1165 1181 1210 u56 1153

0.08002 0.08614

0.0024 0.0011

1432 1432

WMLWU

MEAN LOG # ~S UNEMPLD PR YR 67-84

0.09485 0.09406 0,06400 0.0.7257 0.10251 0.09880

0.0031. 0.0013 0.0282 0.0117 0..000.5. 0.0008

968 1160 1176 1205 1151 1148

0.06779 0.07154

0.0104 0.0069

1427 1427

WNUMEMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER ~S 67-84

-0.05518 -0.06238 -0.10754.-0.00073 -0.02S83 -Q.02243

0.0964 0.037& 0.0003 0.9s04 0.3394 0.&~81

92o 1114 1127 1151 L1OO IO=,

0; 14294 0.13282

0. Ooo L. 0.0001

1363 1363

WTURNOV

# JOB TURNOVERS OVER YRS s7-84

‘0.02247 ‘0.04244 ‘0.08244 -0..03274 -0.0i589 -0;”01755

0.4960 0.1569 0,0056 0.2670 0.5.98s 0.5615

920 1114 1127 .1151 1100 1097

0.134S7 0.13082

0.0001 0.0001

1363 1363

V~IABLE N MEAN STD DEV VARIABLE N MEAN

G~ 1NC

GHEARN

~UAGE

G~~w

GML~

GMLWU

GNUMEMP

GT~NOV

1137

1351

1369

1410

1339

1336

1670

1670

8.65487205

7.65779527

b .6-2971649

3.49383313

3.51822565

1.23198659

2..87784431

1.99401190

0.73416347

0.92708343

0.38441806

0.40348531

0.62356326

0.24003852

1.62534S02

L.67130294

WFINC

WE-N

WMWAGE

WMLERWK

WMLWW

WL WU

WNUMEMP

WTURNOV

1776

1447

1429

1.544

1573

1568

1493

1493

8.70442560

7.45.301032

0.40066515

3.43526137

3.476990Y3

.1.21755883

2.02 S45211

1.31480241

0.66527286

0.90764630

0.i1305S38

0.39866274

0.59614040

0.22433432

1.32642579 ,

1.49206773
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Table A8

Cox..l.tions bans Tim. Aw..age. of

S.1..t.d L+or Market Variables of

Mother>, Vari.b Les

WFINC

ME- F~lLY lNWME (IN LOGS)

~E~N

MEAN INCOME FROM WG&SAL (1N LOGS)

WAGE

MEAN HOURLY WAGE uTE (IN LOGS)

WL~~

MEAN LOG # RRS WORKD PR WEEK 67-84

~LWW

Km LOG # WS WORD PR YEAR 67-84

~LWU

M-N LOG # ~S UNEMPLD PR YR 67-04

WN~EMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 67-84

WTURNOV

# JOB TURNO=RS Ovm YRS 67-84

N

326

290

289

331

334

334

328

328

MEAN

8.9388308S

8.57478001

1.00016933

3.75400070

3.82238799

1.33515478

1.35975610

0.71036585

mFINc

0.81738

0.0001

315

0.506&5

0.0001

24 Z

0.59219

0.0001

232

0.16172

0.0091

259

0.19139

0.0015

272

0.19942

0.0010

271

0.01282

0.8418

245

-0,03012

0.6389

245

Fathers =d Mothers

Correlation

p-value

Sample Size

Father, 3 Variables

MEW WAGE ~LKR~

0.66224 0.62235. 0.12611

0.0001 0.0001 0.0247

294 282 317

0.30612 0.32S77 -0.01964

0.0001 0.0001 0.7592

220 222 246

0.36570 0.44401 0..03377

0.0001 0.0001 0. S049

210 214 237

0.092S4 0.05862 -0.00131

0.1605 0.3721 0.9830

230 234 2S4

0.06477 0.04910 0.0k714

0..3177 0.k452 o.k35.k

240 264 276

0..0613S. 0.03655 0.0603S

0.2100 0.3801 0.3184

239 243 275

-0.08193 -0.10665 0.04549

0.2293 0.1140 0.4731

217 220 2s1

-0.13003 ‘0.09544 0.08010

0.0558 0.15s3 0.2060

STD DEV

0.612S8137

0,76237365

0.51173SS0

0.26094121

0.25559933

0.08442340

1.09143805

1.19053962

217 220

VARIABLE

WMFINC

WMEW

WMWAGE

WML~~

mLw

Wwu
WNUMEMP

WTURNOV

251

N

330

254

246

274

287

286

260

260

ML W WWU ~UMEMP MTUmOV

0.29904 0.27300 -0.01732 ‘0.00029

0.0001 0.0001 0.7581 0.9959

319 319 314 314

0.10838 0.09368 0.0S534 0.0202S

0.08S5 0.1413 0.3s94 0.7528

248 248 244 244

0.03441 0.027S3 0.01138 0.01510

0.5965 0.6708 0. s622 0.8170

us 239 235 235

0.03046 0.00539 0.0S523 0.07S51

0.6205 0.9301 0.1682 0.2162

267 267 263 263...

0.09925 0.10087 -0.09350 -0.05371

0.0980 0.0927 0.1219 0.3769

279 279 275 275

0.09801 0.09S44 ‘0.0g127 ‘0.06417

0.1030 0.09s0 0.1318 0.2898

279 238 274 274

0.00541 0.02547 0.051S3 0.0S415

0.9317 0.6862 0.4127 0.3929

254 254 251 251

0.04539 0.05817 -0.00903 0.02155

0.4714 0.3559 0.8868 0.734L

2S4 254 251 231

MEM STD DEV

6.8=67053

7.48377554

0.47062167

3.41572767

3.523 ?9S13

1..23516459

1; 86538462

1.10384615

0.s467250

0.s7873s40

0.41782621

0.475SSOC

0.569820&.

0.20030076

1.3331074

1.4172B8Z
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Correlation

p-v.l..

Smple size

WFINC

~AV F~lLY INCOME (IN LOGS)

0.83930 0.68117 0.64496 0.10651 0.25903 -0.21989 -0.02710 -0”.02579

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0231 0.0001 0.0104 0.5663 0.5853

460 405 399 455 456. 135 450 450

WE~N

MEAN INCOME FROM WG&SAL (IN LOGS)

0.48270 0.2,5930 0.22540 -0.01123 0.12076 -0.13967 0.00144 -0.01258

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.8307 0.0208 0..1282 0.9783 0.8119

364 327 329 365 366 120 360 .3s0

MAGE

MEAN ROURLY WAGE RATE (IN LOGS)

0.57124 0.36560 0.38304 0.02007 0.07856 ‘0.17331 ‘0.00222 0.00609

0.0001 0.0001 0,0001 0.7079 0.1413 0.0594 0.9672 0.9102

349 311 315 351 352 119 346 346

0.14653 0.04085 0.01185 -0.02435 0.01013 -0.04686 0.06836 0.05309

0.0045 0.4548 0.8279 0.6325 .0.8421. 0.6053 0.1819 0.3001

385 337 339 388 .389, 124 383 383

WL~~

MEAN LOG # ERS WOR~ PR WEEK 67-84

WLW

~AN LOG # ~S WORKD PR YEAR 67-84

0.21735 0.07789 0.05597 0.04715 0.13472 -0.00655 -0.08160 -0.03515

0.0001 0.1453 0.2963 0.3433 0.0065 0.9412 0.1027 0..4828

404 351 353 406 407 129 .401 401

WLWU

ME~ LOG # WKS UNEMPLD PR YR 6? -84

0.05691 0.0 S630 .0.04359 0.06955 O.lOb S2 0.07840 -0.01302 -0.05742

0.4531 0.2749 0.581S 0.35S3 0.1626 0.531S 0.8129 0.4504

176 162 162 178 179 66 175 175

WNUMEMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 67-s4

-0.02852 -0.05297 -0.05143 -0.01265 -0.07003 0,.00916 0.10281 0,09176

0.5855 0.34S7 0.3591 0,8078 0.1771 0.9214 0.04S8 0.0707

368 319 320 372 -373 118 368 368

WTURNOV

# JOB TU~OVERS OVER YRs 67-84

‘0.07797 ‘O.1OR49 ‘0.07394 0.03373 -0.03409 0.01212 .0:05922 0.0S153

0.1355 0.0529 0.1871 0.5166 0.5115 0.8963 0,2572 ‘0.11S5

388 319 320 372 373 ’118 36s 268

VARImLE N MEAN STD DEV VmlABLE N MEAN STD DEV

MMFINC

~E~N

MMWAGE

~LHR~

~LWW

ML WU

MNUMEMP

MTUmOV

479

415

411

47s

480

141

472

472

8. 9679126S

8.63473459

‘1.02739934

3.75391s16

3.93264546

z.0934&k0s

1.33050847

0.66101695

0.627951S1

0.72767959

0.4 S223215

0.24151169

0.25843602

0.96506691

1.08496840

1.1763438S

WMF~C

HEARN

WAGE

~LERw

mw

mwu
WNUMEMP

WTURNOV

468 8. 8414S753

7.493176s5

0.50530654

3.40334360

3.56977467

2.01399324

1.81432361

1.05570202

0.63522996

0.9314716S

0.4212&986

0.4 S456471

O 566 S2125

1.0626S132

1.23663348

1.34067925

370

357

394

413

180

377

377
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NMFINC

mAN FtiILY INCOW (IN LOGS)

NME~N

MEAN 1N~ME FROM WAG&SAL (IN LOGS.)

N~AGE

MEAN tiOURLY WAGE MTE (IN L0G5 )

NMLERW

~AN LOG # HRS WORKD ~ ~EK 67-81.

NML~

MEAN LOG # ~S wORKD PR YEAR 66-80

NMLWU

ME~ LOG # WKS UNEMPLD PR YR 66-80

NN~MP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS oVER ~ 66-81

NTURNOV

# JoB TURNOVERS OVER YRS 66-81

Correlation

p-Talue

sample size

.

NMFINc NMEmN NWAGE NML8R~ NMLW NMLWU NNUMEMP
.

1.00000 0.70S89 0.63149 0.21001 0.26153 0.26505 ‘0.13085

0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

3569 3505 3499 3530 3421 3421 ... 3555

V~lABLE

NMF lNC

NME~N

NwAGE

NMLRRWK

NMLW

NMLWU

NNUMEMP

NTURNOV

1.00000 0.69732 0.27175 0.41878 0.45621 -0.11829

0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0..0001 0.0001

4159 4085 4114 3948 3~k7 4149

N

3569

4159

4138

4222

4044

4043

5061

5061

1.00000 0.00081 0.15762 0..1535A -0.12S61

0.0000 0.9584 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

4138 41Zl 3S25 3926 4130

1.00000 0.21221 0.23684 -0.06&95

.0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

4222 . -6011 4010 bzlb

MEAN

8.9375? 547

8.56414398

1.09868604

3.75894319

3.72495852

1.33131336

3.28037937

2.64038?2B

1.00000 0.74635 -0.085SS

0.0000 0.0001 0.0001

h044 6063 4034

1.00000 -0.06177

0.0000 0.0001

4043 4033

0.58202651

0.67382711

0.41951552

0.19425772

0.41597247

0.10052520

1.84835903

2.01503758

1.00000

0.0000

5061

STD DEV

NT~NOV

-0.122s1

0.0001

3555

-0.13763

0.0001 -

4149

-0.1224s

0.0001

4130

-0.00666

0.6654

4214

-0.077S2

0.0001

4034

-0.0s102

0.0012

4033

0.93883

0.0001

5061

1.00000

0.0000

.5081



GW lNC GME- G~AGE GMLERm WW GMLWU GNUMEMP GTURNOV

O .00341

0.8480

3251

0.09242

0.0001

3798

0.05808

0.0003

3800

0,02547

0.1103

3932

0.11375

0.0001

3707

0.10576

0.0001

3683

0.94823

0.0001

4608

1.00000

0.0000

4608

GMF1 NC

MEAN FWILY INCOME (IN LOGS)

1.00000 0.29979 .0.42920

0.0000 0.0001 0.0001

3516 3136 3116

-0.03S94

0.02s0

3186

0.11022

0.0001

3011

0.12296 -0.01751

0.0001 .0 .3181

2965 3251

GME~N

MEm INCOME FROM WAG6Sti (IN LOGS)

1.00000 0.6685S

0.0000 0.0001

3S00 3S02

0.46599

0,0001

3810

0. S3255

0.000.1.

3633

0.58129 0.10084

0.0001 0.0001

3591 37g8

G~AGE

MEAN EOURLY VAGE–MTE (IN LOGS)

1.00000

0.0000

3907

0.13141

0.0001

3843

0.33321

0.0001

362s

0.29793 0.03573

0.0001 0.0006

35S0 3800

0.24194 0.05750

0.0001 0.000s

3727 3932

GMLER~

MEAN LOG # BRS WORD = WEEK 6S-82

1.00000

0.0000

4034

0 .277S7

0.0001

3776

0.95366 0. 1017s

0..000.1.. 0..0001

3737 3707

GMLW

MEAN LOG # ~S WORXD PR YE~ S8- 82

1.00000

0.0000

3786

1.00000 0.09616

0.0000 0.0001

3737 36S3

GMLWU

MEAN LOG # WKS UNEMPLD PR YR 69-82

1.00000

.0.0000

4608

GNUMEMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 6S-S2

GTURNOV

# JOB TURNOVERS OVER YRS 6S-82

V~l ABLE N MEAN STD DEV

GMF lNC

GME~N

GWAGE

~LHRWK

GMLW

GMLWU

GNU~MP

GTUENOV

3516

3900

3907

40s6

37ss

3737

4608

4608

8.72745257

7.6251500S

0.635274.91

3.46409443

3.51067020

1.23120530

2. 732204S6

1..ss650174

0.6 S030869

0.93963328

0.39472S13

0.42015345

0.61610517

0.2341S210

1.60010994

1.66291281
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Older Man, s Variables

~lNC

MEAN TOT NET FM lNC cRETMN~ (LOG)

~E~N

MEAN lNC FM WAG&SAL <RETMNT (LOG)

MAGE

MEAN WAGE c RETIXMENT [LOG)

~LERK

MEM LOG # HRS WORKD PR WE= 65-83

MLW

MEAN LOG # ~S WORKD ~ YEAR 65-83

MMLWU

MEAR LOG # RS UNEMPLD PR YR 65-83

~~EMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 66-83

MTURNOV

# JOB T~NOVE= OVER YRS 56-83

Table A12

Correlations bons Time Averages of

selected L*O. Market Va.ifiles of

All Older Hen

Correlation

p-value

Sample Size

mlNc mmN WAGE WL~W mLm ~LWU MNUMEMP MIUENOV

1.00000 0.78303 0.75666

0.0000 0.0001 0.0001

4471 3737 369”7

VUIABLE

MTUWOV

1.00000 0.80191

0.0000 0.0001

3800 3609

1.00000

0.0000

3932

0.18396

0.0001

4284

0.19648

0.0001

3704

0..00029

O .9854

3882

1.00000

0.0000

4753

N MEAN

4471 8.86 SS0349

3800 8.61582641

3S32 1.04399211

4753 3.74008359

4779 3.82287075

4776 1.33447226

4545 1.24598660

4545 0.54543454

0.31315

0.0001

4298

0.40255

0.0001

3791

0.17061

0.0001

3892

0.32859

0.0001

4743

1.00000

0.0000

4779

0.280S4 -0.07515 ‘0.1121&

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

4296 4248 4268

0.37700 -0.0S845 ‘0.16930

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

3791 37?8 3778

0.15S61 ‘0.10714 -0.09891

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

3890 3843 3843

0.30560 -0.09627 ‘0.02842

0.0001 0.0001 0.0564

4741 4508 4508

0.96415 -0.13869 -0.15275

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

4776 4532 4532

1.00000 -0.12605 -0.13762

0.0000 0.0001 0.0001

4?7S 4532 4532

1,00000 0.86083

0.0000 0.0001

4545 4545

STD DEV

0.71328544

0.78093214

0.51982805

0.26185557

0.30841200

0.10968131

0.98726366

1.03661698

1.00000

0.0000

4545



Table A13

Correlations bon~ Time Avexages of

Selected L~or Market Variablesof
u Hat”..women

Corzalation
p-~.lu.

samplesize

Mature Woman, s V.zi.bl. s WFINC WE~ WAGE WML.B.RWK .WLW ~LWU WNUMEME WTURNOV

WMF lNC

MEAN FmlLY INCOME (1N LOGS)

1.00000 0.38732 0.49766

0.0000 0.0001 0.0001

4845 3877 3879

0.05336 0.17228

0.0006 0.0001

4121 4122

0.16671 -0.13245 -0’.11232

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

4110 3976 3976

WME~N

MUN lNcOME XROM WGhSAL (IN LOGS)

1.00000 0.67654

0.0000 0..0001

3974 3825

0.54258 0.55966

0.0001 0.000L_

3908 3896

0.52152 -0.0.5463 .0 .08975

..0.0001 0.0008 0.0001

3093 3795 3795

WAGE

MEAN EOURLY WAGE UTE (IN LOGS)

1.00600

0.0000

3996

0.21554 ““0.26296

0.0001 :.0.0001

3969 3908

0.23237 -0.13356 -0.13727

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

3900 3803 3803

Wmm

MEAN LOG # HRS WORKD PR WEEK 67-84

1.00000 0.2706&

0.0000 0.0001

4264 4178

0.25328 0.02938 0.00756

0.0001 0,0617 0.6307

416a 4043 4043

WMLWW

MEW LOG # ~S WORKD PR YE~ 67-84

1.00000

0.0000

4284

0.9561.5 0.01531 0.03001

0,0001 U.3297 0.0560

427L. 4058 4058

WLWU

WAN LOG # WKS UNEMPLD PR YR 67-84

1,00000 0.02515 0.03301

0.0000. 0.1094 0,0356

b271 6054 4054

WNUMEMP

# DIFFT EMPLOYERS OVER YRS 67-84

1.0000.0 0.89254

0.0000 0.0001

4117 .4117

WTURNOV

# JOB TURNOVERS OVER YRS 67-84

1.00000

0.0000

4117

VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV

WMFINC

WME~N

WMWAGE

WMLHR~

WMLWW

WML WU

WNUMEMP

WTURNOV

4845

3974

3996

4264

4284

4271.

4117

4117

8.829515g7

7.597 ti7198

0.5706203s

3.42414424

3.51872849

1.23344388

2.01603109

1.28807384

0.67864982

0.91572237

0.42618245

fi-.444081S8

0.57775924

0.21461316

1.36765904

1.52675717
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correlation

p-value

Sample Size

Youns Man, s Father, s Variable% . . _

Report of Wife, , Variables ~FINC =~N MAGE ~L~W ~LW ~LW MNUmMP MT~NOV

FMEmN 0.15584

MEAN HIFE<,S .lNC FM WG&SAL 66-81 0.0001

588

0.12842 0.135Q0

0.0037 0.0023

50S 500

0.04008

0.3270

600

0.04062

0.321?

603

0.02823

0.&889

603

-0.03805 -0.02880

0.3575 0.5155

587 587

FHL~~ 0.04936

WIFE MEAx LOG # HRS wDl~ 78&81 0.3060.

432

0.00439 -0.03747

0.9328 0.4755

371 365

0,00227 -0.00425

0.9615 0,9206

0.01580

0.7410

640

-0.05875

0.2177

k42

‘0.031b3

0.50Q8

442

0.04604 0.00230

0.3398 0.961s

432 432

FMLW 0. Q7387

WIFE MEAN LOG # ~S ~KD 66-81 ._____ 0.0899

0.03353

0.6351

0.04877

0.2574

0.063&3

0.1396

0,0&021 0.02824

0.35S0 0.51s9

528 453 4&6 541 5.. ... .. . >...,. ,. .,, . . . . . .

N MEAN STD DEV v~lABLE N MEAN STD DEV

1025

886

881

1065

1071 .—

1071

1042

lobz

S. 019.26414

8.68 S51833

1.10229976

3.76518621

.3.04279891

1.34028703

1.24568138

0.56429942

0.66495565

0.75226464

0..53071836

0.23241436

0.23 S37801

0.00778533

0.97672509

1.00249062

FME~N

FMLRRWK

FML~

616 7.55834203

k52 3.k7u2147

555 3.37012677

—.

0.9416431:

0.41754886

0.71273750
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Correlation

p-value

sample size

Young Manxs Mother, = Variables

Report of Wife>s Variables ~FINC WE~N ~WAGE WMLHRWK WMLW WMLWU WNUMEMP WTURNOV

FME_N 0.12442

MEAN WIFE,*S lNC FM WG&S~ 66-81. . 0..0002

887

0.09107

0.0149

714

0.08298

0.0287

695

0.06384

0.0759

.774

0.08287 0.0S610

0.0203 0.0072

784 781

-0..00181 -0.02612

0.9607 0.4781

760 740

FMLHRR -0.12600

WIFE ME~ LOG # ~S ~Dl~ 78&81 0.0011

668

-0.06568

0.1253

546

-0.07648

0.0769

536

0.05664

0.1705

587

-0.051&7 -0,04595

0.2100 0.2S3g

595 593

0.02866 0,01702

0.6985 0.6878

.560 560

FMLWW O .04814

WIFE MEAN LOG # WKS WRKD 66-81 0.1795

0.067s7

0.0892

0..00529

0.8957

0.08189

0.0326

0.03755 0,04923

0.3229 -0:1959

0.00496 -0.03058

0.8990 0,.4335

779 632 61.7 681 695 692 658 658

VARIABLE N MEAX STD DEv V~l ABLE N MEAN STD DEV

915 7.48278375 0.93354708

692 3. 4.S56678S 0.47247324

809 3.38736305 0.71862711

1599

1258

1244

1373

1392

1388

1296

1296

8.78165702 ‘=

7.44608290

o.k8339998

2.40906255

3.48733496

1.21900723

1.S2659753

1.22330864

0.68421016 ~EARN

0 .S4516679 FMLERW

0.40172855 FMLWW

0.45839787

0.62268848

0.26004305

1.3782? 497

1.5.6757,932WTURNOV
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RePort of E. sband, s Variables

HMEMN

~AN EUSB-S lNC F~ WG6Sti 68-82

HMLRW

EUSB WAN LoG # ERS ~DIM 68-78

EMLW

EUSB MEAN LOG # ~S =~ 6S-7 S

mLwu

EUSB MEAN LoG # ~S UNEMPL7 5-82

V~IABLE

MMFIHC

~E~N

MMWAGE

MML~~

MLW

MMLWU

MNUMEMP

HTU~OV

N HEAN

936 ..:.. .9.01979965

798 S.679353S0

786 1.09932343

95s 3.7523 S655

963 3. S2750S9S

962 1.33715690

93? 1.24119530

937 0.59765208

Cor. elation

p-al”.

Sample Size

0.28740 0.32414 0.34355 0.05242 0.09719 0.0S272 0.03653 ‘0.01Q24

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.1770 0.0120 0.0327 0.3535 0.6252

656 556 539 665 667 667 647 647

0.02967 -0.02986 0.026S3 0.02591 -0,00650 ‘0.0132S -0.06213 -0.03204

0.4620 0.4923 0..5443 0.5166 0.8700 0.737s i 122s 0,4266

625 531 513 635 637 637 61s 61s

0.03343 0.023?0 0.07262 -0.01552 -0.01541 -0.01799 -0.0123S -0.00.519

0.1s47 0.5s S2 0.1024 0.69S1 0.6997 0.6525 0,..7602 n .89s1

618 524 S07 627 629 629 611 611

-0.07361 -0.09394 -0.06768 -0.09463 -0.01935 -0.00370 -0.00709 ‘0.0250S

0.3534. 0.2s40 0.4496 0.2281 0.8057 0.9625 0. 92S9 0.7523

L61 132 127 164 16& 164 161 161

STD DEV V~lABLE N EAN STD DZV

O .69072630 B=ARN 687 S.49821886 0.61884S2:

0.85776236 HMLER~ 656 3.74117661 0.21724094

0.56074908 ~LWW 648 S.81892393 0.25615696

0 .2ssss395 ~LWU 1SS 2.32955111 0. S1Z7761E

0.2s629812

0.091627&0

1.00 S29S63

1.0 S86.5303
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Correlation

p-value

Sample Size

RevQzt of Husband, s Variables . WINC

BME~N 0.28.650

MEAN EUSB ,,S lNC FM WG&Sfi 68-82 .0.0001

1284

Hmmw O .02936

BUSB MEAN LOG # ERS UKD 1~ 68-78 0.3051

1222

BMLW -0,01846

BUSB MEAN LOG # WKS ~KD 69-78 0.5196

1219

Young Woman Ss Mother Ss V. iables

WE~N -AGE mL~WK r WMLWL mLWU WN.UMEMP WTmOV

0.16223 0.19969 0.05524 0.11604 0.09311 ‘0.08005

0.0001 0.0001 0.06?5 0.0001 0.0018 0.0089

1035 10Z6 1096 1120 1117 1067

0.02286 -0.01618 0.02686 0,00633 0.00760 0.03000

0.473S 0.6137 0.3855 0.8362 0.8041 0.3390

985 9?6 1046 1069 1067 1018

0.03124 0.01812 0.02087 0.06152 0.00S91 0.03047

0.3Z83 0.5726 0.5011 0.0449 0,8477 -– Q..3324

981 972 1041 1063 1060 1014

-0.05038

0.1000

1067

0.03632

0.2470

1018

0.04088

0.1934

lolb

HMLWU ‘0.15557 -0.07666 -0.09538 -0.02661 -0,05952 -0.06613 -0.05208 -0.02992

HUSB MEAN LOG # WS UNEMPL75-82 0.0033 0.1916 0.10S6 0.6451 0,2954 0.2457 0 .3752.. 0.6106

355 292 289 302 311 310 292 292

VAR1~LE N

1776

1447

1429

1546

1573

1568

14S3

1493

MEAK

8.78442560

7.45301032

0 .480 S85.15

3.43528137

3.47699033

1.21755883

2.02545211

1.31480241

STD DEV

O .66527286

0.90764630

0.41305938

0 .39868i7k

0.59614040

0.~433432

1.32 S42579

1.49306773

V~lABLE N MEAN STD DEV

HMEARN 1316. 8.43606315 0.54481404

~LHRW 1259 3.74261147 0.19278883

~LW 1252 3.81051199 0.26980594

WLWU 363 -’- 2.=8S9812 0.98691518”
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R.o art of Wife, , Variables

correlation

p-value

sample size

x.“ng Man,, Variabl.s

~F lNC NMEM N~AGE ~ER~ N~W NMLWU NNUMEMP NTURUOV

FMi~ 0.36621 0.15Z~ 0.14185 0.01180 0.07606 0.06393 -0.040$1 -0.05S36

~AN WIFE,VS lNC FW WG&SAL 66-81 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5196 0.0001 0.0006 0.0219 0.0019

2724 2939 2939 2978 2884 2883 3138 3138

FMER~ 0.00252 -0.13997 -0.1&216 -0.04882 -0.03972 ‘0.07441 0.07650 0.06889

WIFE MEAN LOG # HRS ~D/~ 78G81 0.90S9 0.0001 0.0001 0..0229 0.0665 0.0006 0.0003 0.0012

2021 2149 2149 2189 2135 2134 2208 2208

FMLW 0.16173 0.01089 -0.00321 -0.00967 0.07234 0.04685 ‘0.01S78 -0.02906

WIFE ME~ LOG # WS ~~ 66-81 0,0001 0.5702 0.8670 0.6105 0.0002 0.0150 0.3968 0.1186

2S35 2720 2728 =.75 2694 2693 288S 2886

V~lABLE

NMFINC

NME~

NWAGZ

NMLHR~

NMLW

NMLWU

NNUMEMP

NTURNOV

N

3569

&159

4138

4222

4044

4043

5061

5061

MEAN

8.93757547

8.56414998

1.09868604

3.75894319

3.72495852

1.32131336

3.28037937

2.64038728

STD DEV VARIABLE N MEAN STD DE\

0.58202651 F~~N 3142 7..46703s41 0.90 S89986

0.67382711 FMLRRW 2208 3.43212593 0.4912s587

0.+1951552 FMLWW 2889 2.33500203 0.733 S3962

0.19k25772

0.41597247

O.1OQ5253O

1.8483S905

2.01503758



Corbel, tion

P-V. 1“.

Sample Size

Yo””R Woman,, Variables

Report of H“sband, s Variables G~lXC GME~N GWAGE GMLa= GMLWW GMLWU GNuMEMp GTURNOV

EMEmN 0.53460 0.125+6 0.2648: “-0.08418 0.00955 0,01983. _,O.00831 -0.00764

MEAN EUSB” S INC FM WGfiSAL 68-82 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5S33 0.2711 0.6207 0.6493

2967 3209 3206 3305 3128 3063 3566 3546

EMLBRW 0.09500 -0.06093 -0.05&95 -0.01604 -0.02916 -0.01246 -0..04962-0.01600

EUSB MEAN LOG # BRS WKD/~ 68-78 0.0001 0,0007 0.0022 0.3627 0.1080 0.4954 0.0035 .0.3473

2899 3113 3115 3221 3039 : 2994 3453 3453

EMLW 0.18824 0.00053 -0.00647 -0.01369 0.01677 0.02395 -0.04360 -0.03736

EUSB ~~ LOG # ~S ~KD 69-78 0.0001 0.976h 0.7191 0.k386 0.3560 0.1906 0,.0108 0.0289

2877 309S 3096 3204 3031 298? 3422 3422

HMLWU ‘0.16524 ‘0.02665 ‘0.05800 0.04067 0.00579 0.00278 -0.03018 -.0.01649

HUSB Mm LOG # WKS UNEMPL75-82 0.0001 0.4223 0.0790 0.2133 0.8617 0.9336 0.3510 0.6104

849 909 918 938.. ,307 904 95? 957

V~lABLE

GMFINc

GW~N

GMWAGE

GMLERW

mww

GMLWU

GNUMEMP

GTURNOV

N

3516

3900

3907

4034

3786

3737

4s08

4608

MEAN

8.72745257

7.62515006

0.635274S1

3.46.409443

3..51067020

1.23U0330

2.73220486

1.8.3650174

STD DEV VmlABLE N MEAN STD DEV

.0.69030869 EME~N 3865. 8.48934328 0.57330051

0 .“93963328 RML~~ 3774 3.75272962 0.192 S1107

0.39472813 OML~ 3714 3.82161931 0.256+9797

0.42015345 HMLWU 1028 2.26607506 0.94? 50436

0.61610517

“0.2341821”0

1.60010994

1.66291281
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n=. ther, s ReDo. t OS Wifers Variab L..

F14E~N

MEAN WIFE.,S INC m WG&SAL 66-81

FUHRW

WIFE ~&N LOG # BRS ~D 1~ 78681

FMLW

wIFE MEAN LOG # WKS WRKD 66-81

VmlABLE N

GWINC U52

G~=N 1437

G~AGE 1435

G~ERW 149S

GMLW 1402

GMLWU 1394

GNUMEMP 1732

GT~OV 1732

MEAN

8.63047396

7.02984918

0.61005095

3.49014277

3.50751262

1.22812330

2.74769053

1.06836028

correlation

p-”.l”e

sample size

Yokn. woman, * Variables

0.10114 0.12612 0.12045 ‘0.01137

0.0068 0.0003 0.0006 0.7422

716 814 805 840

-0.03761 ‘0.01297 -0.06759 0.08S43

0.3817 0.7468 0.092+ 0.0245

543 622 621 647

0..09405 0.10919 0.0&699 0.06418

.0...0174 0.0032 0.2057 0.0778

639 729 727 756

STD DEV VARIABLE N

0.74604271 FMEARN 1034

0.9.3678365 FMLERW 758

0.39022845 FMLWW 907

0.39140119

0.62570340

0.24330012

1.61677028

1.60278916

.-.

GML~ G~WU GNUMEMP GT~NOV—.

0.09748 0.07995 0.03363 0.04968

0.0056 0.0235 0.2S81 0.1262

807 803 959 959

0.00748 0.00564 -0.0525S -0.049k7

0.8524 0.8924 0.1604 0.1867

.621 620 ?14 714

0.08279 0.05730 0.0079.5 0.01462

0.025? 0.1235 0.8172 0.6708

726 724 848 848

MEAN

7.50009065

3.&4316001

2.35039103

STD DEI

0.9164607?

0.4531525L

0.7 S464565



correlation

p-”al”e

sample size

Younz Man+s Varinbles

N~ lNC ~E~ NMAGE NML~~

0.18719 0.17990 0.24157 0.03641

.

Sister>sReuort of B.sband<. variables.

mm

MEAN EUSB,,S lNC F~ WG&SAL 68-82

E~ER~

HUSB ~AN LoG # ERS ~D/~ 68-78

Emww

HUSB MEAN LOG # WKS ~KD 69-7.8

EMLWU

BUSS MEAN LOG # WKS UNEMPL75- 82

NMLW NM&WU NNUMErnP N~URNOV

.05450 0.05056 -0.02420 -0.0175S

0.0001

878

0.0001

1057

.0.0001

1049

0.2342

1069

0.0S36 0.1085 0.3S44 0. 527k

1010 1009 1296 1294

0.02546

0 .459s

846

0.07247

0.0200

1018

0.0901s

O.ooko

1016

0.01544

0.6197

1036

0.064? 5.. 0.07383 -0.03866 -0.034b7

0.0430 0..0211 0.1712 0.2226

977 976 125b 1254

0.01739

0.6131

848

0.01594

0.6115

1018

0.02156

0.4927

1015

-0.03030

0.3302

1035

0.06966 0.07066 0.05205 0.04S52

0.0295 0.0273 0.0658 0.0864

977 97s 1250 1250

-0.01078

0.8596

271

-0.00168

0.9763

317

-0.02032

0.7176

319

-0.08937

0.1078

325

-0.06436 ‘0.0S180 -0.10049 ‘0.12122

0.2524 0.1462 0.0509 0:0184

318 317 378 378

N MEAN STD DEV VAR1~LE N MEAN STD DEV

0,.64938507 EMEN 1317 S.41259160 0.377 S9S72

0.71940052 HMLHRWK 1278 3.73 S69074 0.196224s1

0.43841944 OMLW 1274 3,79343639 0.28551931

0.20765965 OMLWU 380 2.37504770 0 .91g87827

0.4325451S

0.10 S29522

1.85497535

1.90202S02

NMFINC

NME~N
N~A~

NMLHRW

NMLWW

NMLWU

NNUMEMP

NTU~OV

1215

1&07

1486

1516

1422

1421

1872

1872

8.832 S91S7

S..4420S 753

1.02901971

3.73979509

3.695 Sk603

1.32219729

3.39155903

2.71420940
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Tale M2

Faily Covariaces (md Comelatio- ) bong the Pe-nent Components
of.”tig Real Eatings, bg Real Uage ktes, -d tig tiul Hems

Using Method of Moments tit-tors

YOmg Wn

Log Earnings Log Wages Log Hours

~

Log earnings .2430

—

.0365
(.4523)
N-17390

.0103
(.1712)
N=19180

.1555
(1.”0000):
N-36630

(.8582)
N-35057

.1351
(1.0000)
X=33468

Log wages
. .

.0268
(1.0000)
N-8922

Log hours
-. --

Brothers

.0658
(.3632)
N-6505

. .0562
(.4160)
N-6L5?

.0127
(.1.574)
X-3754

Log earnings .0853
(.3510)
N-6966

...0045
(.0748).
N=3507

Log wages --

.0091
(.3396)
N-2166

Log hours
--

Sisters

Log ear”nings .0881
(.2913)
N-15629

.0689
( 3055)
N-14841

-.0021
(-.0209)

N-8868

Log wages .Q576
(.3570)
N-15661

....0498
( .4140)
N-14878

-.0009
(- .0168)

N-8865

Log hours -.0008
(-.0037)
N-7794

-.0145
(-.0889)

N-7376

.0008
(.0110)
N-4415

(continued)
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Table U-- Continued

Log Eanings Log Wages Log ~OUKS

Fathers

Log earnings

Log wages

Log hours

Mothers

Log earnings

Log wages .= ...... ~

tig hours

.1060
(.3931)
N-13143

.0709””
(.3251)
N-10539

.0135
(.1502)
N-12333

.0863
(.2855T
N=15960

.0511
(.2997)
N-19466

.0373
(.1959)
N-13684

.0812 :
- (.4039)
N-12518

.0670
(.412”1)
N-1OO63

.0056
(.0836)-
N-11694

.0”707 .-
(.3136)”
N-150’70

:0456--
““(.35721
N-18422

.0216
(.1521)
N-12893

._,0005
(.0056)
N-7231

.0060..
(.0828)
N-5751

.—

.“0068
(.2278)
N-6828

.0061 ““’
(.0608)
N-9290 ““:.

.0034
(.0601) “-
N-11321

.0044
(.0696)
N-8003
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Table U3

F-ily Covarimces (and Correlation) hong the Pemaent Coqonents
of hg Real ~gs, tig -al wage tites, =d bg ~-l Hous

Usi~ &thod of Moments Esetitors

YOwg Women

Log Earnings hg Wig”es Log Houu

Themselves

Log earnings, .3764
(1.0000)
N-18067

Log wages
--

.1449 -- .2865
(.7217) (1.0524)

N-17626 ~~~~~E-7967

.1071
(1.0000)
N-17742

Log hours
. . ..=. --

.0190
(.1308)
N-.1OO36

.1969
(1,0000)
N-3464

Sisters

Log earnings

Log wages

.0970
(.2577)
N-4276

--

Log hours
---

.0562 .0367
(.2799) (.1348) ._
Nd300 N-2141

.0421
(.3931)
N-4417

.. .

.0031
(.0213)
N-2187

.0542
(.2753)
N-1102

~

Log earnings .0881 .0576 -.0008
(.2913) (.3570) (:”:0037)
N-15629 N-15661. N-7794

Log wages .0689 .0498 -.0145
(.3055) (.4140) (-.0889)
N-14841 N-14878 N-7376

bg hours .-.0021 -.:0009 .0008
(-.0209) (-.0168) (.011.0)
N-8868 N-8865 .N-4415

(continued) –
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Tale G3- -Continued

Log Earnings Log Wages Log Hours

Fathers

Log earnings

Log” wages

Log hours

Mothers

Log earnings

Log wages

Log hours

.1329
(.3960)
N-9536

““.0867
(.4843)
N-9591

.0762 ..0545
(.2808) (.3765)
N-7292 N-7353

.0118 .00L.9
(.1055) ( .0821) ““ ““’-
N-8as2 ..N-8a83

.1027
( 2730)
N-17717

.0617
(.290a)
N-21550

.0562 ““
(.2372)
N-15093..

““.0543
(.2706)
N-18008

..:.0398
(.3ti7)
N-21953

“.0242
(.1914)
N-15.293

. ozza
(.093”9)
N-6744

““.-.0039
(-.0199)”
N-3594

,:0001
(..0.012)
N-4409

.0553
(.2032)
N-5877

..o13a
(.0899)
N-7142

.040a
(.2380)
N=5016
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Tale ti4

F=ily Covariaces (-d Correlatio-) hong the Pemment Components
of hg Wal =tings, bg Real Wage =tes, and bg ~-l HO~S

Using Heaod of Moments -thtors

Ol&r Men

Log Earnings bg Wages Log Hours

~emselves

Log earnings .2992
(1.0000)
N-6417

.1999
(.8261)
N_4610

.0365
(.3659)
N-6109

.1957
(1.0000)
N-3487

.0002
(.0025)
N-2L17

Log wages
--

Log hours
--

.0333
(1.0000)
N-3485

---

*

Log earnings .1060
(.3931)
N-13143

.0709
(.3251)
N-10539

.0135
(.1502)
N-1.2333

.0812
(.4039)
N-12518

.0670
(.4121)
N-1OO63

.0056
(.0836)
N-11694

bg wages

Lg hours .0005
(.0056)
N-7231

..0060”.
(.0828)
N-5751

.0068
(.2278)
N-6828

Dauehters

Log eanings .1329 .0118
C.1055)
.N-aa52

, .0762
(.zaoa)
N-7292

(.3960)
N-9536

Log wages .oa67
(.4a43)
N-9591

.0545
(..3765)
N-7353

.0049
(.oazl)
N-aaa3

bg hours .022a
(.0939)
N-4744

- ;0039
(-.0199)
N-3594

.0001
(.0012)
N4409

(conttiued)
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T&le M4-- Cent inued

Log Earnings Log Wages Log Hours

Log eanings .1142 .0738 .0143
“(.3404) ‘(.2720) (.1279)
N-5313 N-429a N=4700

Log wages .06aa .0532 .0115
(.3637)” (.3477) “- (.la24)
N-6411 N-5227 N-5690

Log hours .0312 .0161 .ola3
(.1477) (.0942) (.259a)
N-4320 N-3511 N-3907

a6



Tale ~5

F=ily Covarianc- (and Comelatiox ) hong the Pe~nent Components
of Lg Real Eatings, hg -l Wage btes, and hg -ml HOUS

Using ~thod of MO-n- &ttitors

b-e WO=n

Log Earnings ~ g Wages Log Hours

Themselves

.3761
(1.0000)
N-18284

.1906
(.8046)
N-11893

.0521.
(.3900)
N-17564

.1492
(1.0000)
N-11593

Log earnings .1753
(.8265)
.N-17645

Log wages .1196
(1.0000)
N-2J30h

.-

Log hours
-. -.

~

Log earnings .0863
(.2855)
N=1596U

.0511
( .2997>
N-194b_6

.0373
(.1”959)
N-13684 .:

Log wages .0707

(.313b) ““

N-150J0

.0454
(.3572)
N-18422

.0216
(..152.1)
N-12893

Log hours .0061
(.0608)
N-9290

.0034
(.0601)
N-11321

.0044
(.0696)
N-8003

Dauehters

Log earnings .1027
(.2730)
N-17717

.0617
(.2908)
N-21550

05b2
(.2372)
N-15093

Log wages .0543
(.2706)
N-18008

.0398
(.3517)
N-21953

.0242
(.1914)
N-15293

tig hours .0553
(.2032)
N-5877

.0138
(.0899)
N-7142

.0408
(.2380)
N-501b

(continued)
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T+le US--Continued

Log Earnings Log Wages Log HOUKS

Log earnings .1142 ... ~ .0688 ._ . . .....0312
( 3404) (.3637) C.1477)
N-5313 N-6411 ‘“ N=4320

Log wages .0738 .0532 .0161
(.2720) (.3477)
N-4298

(.0942)
N-5227 N-3511

Log hours .0143
(.1279)
N_4700

.0115 :
(.1824)
“N-5690

.0183.
(.2598)
N-3907
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